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Let’s talk about the dreams you have for
your community. Then…

Altoona: 515-967-7283
Johnston: 515-727-4484
West Des Moines: 515-225-0710
www.bankiowa.bank/letsmakeithappen

Tassel Ridge® Iowa In the Dark…

Per�ect with

Hearty Winter Meals
Tassel Ridge wines are sold at over 400 retailers in Iowa. For a list,
visit www.tasselridge.com/retail. Or, Tassel Ridge can ship wine directly
to you in Iowa, Arizona, California, Colorado, DC, Florida, Minnesota,
Missouri, and Texas. Call the Winery at 641.672.WINE (9463) to
place your order. Adult signature required for receipt of wine. Visit
www.tasselridge.com or our Facebook page or call the Winery at
641.672.WINE (9463) for updates on hours, Wine Tasting, Tours,
Events, and Food Service.

Iowa In the Dark—is a dry red with light, fresh flavors. First
impressions are tangy acid followed by black cherry fading to
plum, a dry mid-palate, and a long, pleasing finish. Made from
Marquette, St. Croix, Petite Pearl, and Steuben grapes grown
in Iowa, it’s a versatile wine that pairs well with grilled
meat and spicy foods.

Tassel Ridge® Red Wine…Simply Extraordinary®
Leighton, IA • www.tasselridge.com

PRAIRIE NATURAL MEATS & SEAFOOD
Ale Vidal Soler | President-Owner

Q: HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN YOUR CAREER?
A: I grew up in Argentina. My family worked in agribusiness
for many generations. While in the industry myself,
Argentina opened the border to bring natural beef—grass
fed and hormone free—to the United States. I moved to
Miami, without knowing English, and started from scratch,
introducing this product. There were lots of rejections and
frustrations, but I kept going. I started bringing air shipments
from Argentina—3,000 pounds at the time. Now we are
selling over 1 million pounds per week, including out of a
small retail store in Des Moines to offer the community
products from all over the world at wholesale prices.
Q: WHAT SETS YOU APART FROM YOUR PEERS?
A: I started my company from the ground up, doing and
learning every position myself. I never once gave up when

it was difficult or doors were shut in my face. I did not waver
from my dream.
Q: WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE PART OF MENTORING
FUTURE LEADERS?
A: I believe I can transmit the passion I have for the business
and industry to inspire anyone if they have interest in
learning, challenging themselves and working hard.
Q: WHAT ADVICE DO YOU HAVE FOR YOUNG WOMEN
JUST ENTERING THE WORKFORCE?
A: Work very hard, invest lots of hours and never give up.
Practice communication instead of frustration. Ask for help
and listen to other opinions. But always follow your gut—that
way you won’t regret it.

W W W. P R A I R I E N AT U R A L M E AT S . C O M
All Natural B eef, Veal, L amb, G oat, D uck , Pork , Seafood , Rabbit

A new way
to treat cancer
MercyOne Richard Deming Cancer
Center expands our circle of care to
include additional programs for patients
to live their best life, including those living
with cancer, survivors and their families.

The center also features an expanded research office for
increased number of clinical trials, to be on the cutting edge of
lifesaving medical breakthroughs.
You'll find compassionate, comprehensive, and personalized
care, where patients can meet with all the members of their
care team under the same roof in one convenient location.

MercyOne.org/RDCC
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On the cover: Jewelry maker Ann Au
of 2AU showcases South Sea,
Tahitian and freshwater pearls in
stunning hues such as blush pink,
gold, pistachio, gray and more. Turn
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YOUR retirement
JOURNEY STARTS HERE

At Merkle Retirement Planning, our focus is on building relationships with families
as they begin a new chapter in their lives. Centered around their retirement vision, we create
retirement plans that incorporate income, taxes, health care, investments, and legacy.
Create the retirement of your dreams. Start today by attending one of our retirement workshops.
Register online at MerklePlan.com or call our office at (515) 278-1006.

Scan to listen to our podcast

Retiring Today

Investment Advisory Services offered through Elite Retirement
Planning, LLC. Insurance Services offered through MRP Insurance, LLC.
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St. Pete—Now
Soak up sun, seafood and
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OLIVE YOUR APPLIANCE DREAMS, FULFILLED
From selection of the best brands and prices alongside our smart associates
to professional installation by specialists you can trust, Warners’ Stellian delivers
kitchens that make neighbors green with envy.

WEST DES MOINES - JORDAN CREEK PARKWAY
NEW! ANKENY - OFF DELAWARE NEXT TO JOANN
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TO FEEL SECURE ABOUT
MY FAMILY’S FUTURE.
WHEN THE PRESENT IS
SO UNCERTAIN.
EVERYONE HAS A PURPOSE. BUT DO YOU HAVE A PLAN?
At Foster Group, our financial planners meticulously craft a plan that helps you feel Truly Cared For®. Even in the
most uncertain times. How confident are you in your current financial future? If your life has recently changed or
is about to, make an appointment today. You’ve got a purpose. Let’s find a path to help make it happen.
Complimentary Portfolio and Plan Review
Call 866-561-8865 www.fostergrp.com/dsm

PLAN

I

INVEST

I

PROTECT

I

GIVE

®

PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE INFORMATION at www.fostergrp.com/disclosures. A copy of our written disclosure Brochure as set forth on Part 2A of Form ADV is
available at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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“I JUST CAN’T
WAIT UNTIL IT’S
BACK TO THE WAY
IT WAS WHEN
OLD-TIMERS TELL.
ME THERE WAS
A TROLLEY THERE.”
Rudy Rodriguez, owner of Tesoro Casegoods and Oddities, on the revitalization
of the Highland/Oak Park neighborhoods. See story, page 120.
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Woodard Hearing Centers
Where expert care meets
unparalleled technology.
We promise you will hear
the difference.
- TODD MAAS, OWNER

Over 75 Years and Three
Generations of Family-Owned
Dedication & Reliability
Our unique set of values are the foundation of
Woodard Hearing Centers. They are the driving force
behind all of our decisions and how we diagnose and
treat each and every patient.

EXPERT CARE FROM EXPERIENCED
PROVIDERS IS OUR DIFFERENCE

Dr. Amanda Gerst, CCC-A
Audiologist

Our clinical staff of highly trained Doctors of Audiology
and Hearing Specialists find the best solutions for their
patient’s individual needs and lifestyle.
Woodard Hearing Centers have been caring for Iowans
for over 75 years – and we’ll continue to be here when
you need us the most.

Dr. Courtney Thayer, CCC-A
Audiologist

When you choose Woodard Hearing Centers you can
trust in knowing you will receive the highest quality
of care, personalized service, valuable products and
solutions to help you Amplify Your Life.

Tricia Veik, NBC-HIS

Hearing Instrument Specialist

DSM AREA LOCATION: ROCKLYN OFFICE PARK, BUILDING 3 | 2328 ROCKLYN DRIVE IN URBANDALE
ADEL GREENFIELD GRINNELL GUTHRIE CENTER INDIANOLA KNOXVILLE PERRY WINTERSET
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The new issue of ia features a story on
Iowa’s plein air artists, including Jimmy
Navarro. He painted this work as he walked
along the Raccoon River, documenting, he
says, “how low the water levels are with a
visible sandbar and a late summer storm
providing rain relief.” Find the story, and
many others, in the magazine or online at
ia-publication.com.

DSMDIGITAL
We invite you to join our
community through our range of
digital offerings. Explore online
extras, engage in social-media
conversations, listen to our
podcasts, and stay up to date with
our newsletters.
TUNE IN Listen to dsm’s
CultureCast podcasts featuring
local restaurants, cultural
organizations and artists. Recent
podcasts have featured Matthew
McIver, artistic director of Iowa
Stage Theatre Company, and Tobi
Parks, founder of Station 1 Records
and xBk entertainment venue.
LOG ON We’re easy to find—
dsmmagazine—on the web,
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
DOWNLOAD Find our free apps
for your iPad and iPhone from
Apple’s App Store.
The new issue of ia

SUBSCRIBE

includes a story on

news on local dining, arts and
culture, weekend events and more.
dsmWealth: Learn savvy money

ia: Explore the best of what Iowa
has to offer, including destinations,
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with tips for creating
a wow-worthy
charcuterie platter.
Find the story, and

management ideas.

homes, arts, dining and more.

cheesemakers, along

■

many others, in the
magazine or online at
ia-publication.com.
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dsmWeekly: Stay in the know with

the state’s top

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY

JANUARY | FEBRUARY 2022
VOLUME 20 NUMBER 1

NOW OFFERED IN DES MOINES:

MAKO ADVANCED
ROBOTIC SURGERY
FOR JOINT
REPLACEMENT
Less Invasive | More Precise | Better Outcomes

(515) 282-8844
1801 Hickman Road, Des Moines, IA
www.broadlawns.org
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Italian Masterpieces
GranTorino sofa designed by Jean-Marie Massaud
poltronafrau.com

Projects Contemporary Furniture
501 East Locust Street, Des Moines, IA 50309
T. 515-557-1833
sales@projectsfurniture.com | projectsfurniture.com
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EDITOR’S
NOTE
CHRISTINE
RICCELLI

RESOLVE TO DO SOMETHING NEW

W

hy bother?

• Enjoy the arts in a new way. Have

That’s my

you been meaning to go to the opera

general view of

or the ballet or the symphony but

New Year’s

have yet to do so? Snap out of it! In

resolutions. In

the story starting on page 82, you’ll

my experience,

find plenty of ways to experience a

resolutions to, say, exercise more,

new art form in 2022 and fill your

organize my kitchen pantry or read that

calendar with not-to-be-missed

classic languishing on my bookshelf

shows—some of which are newly

consistently lead to discouragement

created—whether your interests lean

and disappointment.

more toward Broadway or Beethoven.

But as the dsm team put this issue
together, I realized that with a little
recasting, making resolutions can be

• Try a new restaurant. If there’s one
message we’ve heard clearly from

fun—if they involve doing something

you, our readers, it’s that you love

new and different around town. For

dining out and knowing the latest

instance, you can:

restaurant news. In the story on page

• Explore a new neighborhood. I know

new on the scene—including

city this year, read our free newsletter,

59, writer Karla Walsh recaps what’s

For even more ways to enjoy our

how easy it is to simply stay put in

Parlor and the New Northwestern

dsmWeekly. One of our team’s (fun!)

your own bubble, no matter if you live

Cocktail and Wine Bar—as well as

resolutions was to revamp the

downtown or in Waukee. But I

provides updates on favorites such

newsletter to better serve you. So in the

encourage you to blast through your

as Table 128.

inertia and visit an area you haven’t
been to in a while (or at all), such as
Highland Park or Dogtown (see story,

refreshed dsmWeekly, which now
publishes every Wednesday, you’ll find

• Buy from local makers and locally

the latest news in food and dining, arts

owned shops, where you can find

and culture, and more, plus ideas of
what to do throughout the coming

page 120). Both are undergoing

the perfect Valentine’s Day gift (page

exciting revitalization efforts and

28) and ways to freshen up your

weekend. Subscribe via our website,

offer fresh ways to enjoy shopping

home with houseplants (page 110).

dsmmagazine.com, and click on

(e.g. Des Moines Mercantile),

“newsletters” on the menu bar.

entertainment (the renovated Varsity

And all of that is just a start. Your 2022

Cinema), dining (such as Gursha

resolutions also can include trying new

Ethiopian Grill), public art (murals

recipes (page 60), getting to know local

Shots, the Des Moines Civic Center—or

and bus shelters) and more.

musicians (page 48), even getting

any of the other places highlighted in
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I look forward to seeing you at
xBk, the Secret Admirer, Pots and

involved with a nonprofit you haven’t

this issue. In the meantime, the entire

supported in the past—check out our

dsm team wishes you a healthy and

rsvp section (page 147) for ideas.

happy new year!

n

AN TOI N E T T E S T E VE N S & he r spa spe c i a l i s t RIA N

Giving everyone the opportunity
to make their mark.
There’s more to Hy-Vee than our great offerings.
Our diverse workforce is made up of 91,000 employees who are all
unique in their own way. And, that’s something to smile about.

Proud recipient of:
2021 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Workplace Excellence Award
West Des Moines Chamber of Commerce

2021 Inclusion Award
Greater Des Moines Partnership
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NO FILTER
KARLA
WALSH

500 SHADES
OF GRAY
Looking back, one of the

Vegan. Keto. Mormon. Atheist. It

in a world somewhat reminiscent of the

enlightening harbingers of my moderate

first portion of the movie “Pleasantville.”

viewpoint these days was being raised

labels on things, whether to feel like

Everything was pretty black and white.

by my politically and religiously polar

we’re part of a group or to limit the

It’s tough to say if that’s a relic of

can be comfortable to place rules and

opposite parents. While Dad read an

number of time-consuming choices we

my Catholic upbringing, my

Ann Coulter book and kept up with the

must make.

perfectionist tendencies or perhaps a

news via the Wall Street Journal, Mom

sneak preview of the polarized nature of

would listen to NPR and watch “The

started making more off-the-beaten

our modern-day world. Whatever the

Daily Show” religiously. Speaking of

path choices (selling the house I

cause, I had a very oppositional view of

religiously, Mom would attend church

purchased to rent instead, quitting my

the world that allowed for few shades of

(and church book club plus the social

corporate job to go freelance, removing

compromise. I could get a 4.0 in high

justice committee), while Dad found his

all restrictions on any food groups or

school or I could be a failure. I could eat

church on his morning nature walks.

only the foods that fell into my “good”

They’ve continued to make their

But as I entered my 30s and

ingredients), my eyes began to open to
the fact that the labels I had slapped on

category or I was sure to gain all the

marriage work—and bloom—for 40

weight. I could go to church every

years, and along the way taught me a

helpful. “Successful” sure looks

Sunday or I would go directly to hell. Do

lot about moderation and compromise.

different, as does “healthy”—and most

not pass go, do not collect $200.
But as I entered my 30s and

As much as it might not feel like it

myself might be more limiting than

importantly “happy.”

■

during campaign season, vaccination

reflected on the reality that was with me

and mask-wearing conversations and

Karla Walsh is a freelance writer and

all along, my eyes began to open to a

through the lens of social media in

editor. Follow her on Instagram

wide range of options in between those

general, there are more than two

@karlawalsh and if you want to connect

two seesaw ends. Turns out, there’s

opposing choices in life. Today, I’m of

about your shades of gray or have

quite a wild ride between them—and it’s

the mindset that the fewer hard and fast

future No Filter topics you’d like to

a pretty fun one (and a far more

rules I set for myself, the more beauty

see covered, contact her at

graceful and less stressful one), if you

I can witness around me—and the less

karlawalsh@gmail.com.

ask me.

guilt I carry around with me.
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For my first 30 years or so, I was living

John de Lancie

Actor, Director, & Comedian

Dr. Erin Macdonald

Astrophysicist & Technical Consultant
for Star Trek

Jennifer Adler

National Geographic Underwater
Photojournalist

Bryan Seely

World-Famous Cyber Security
Expert & Hacker

. . . And Many More!

Presented by:

1 | ciMagazine

Jazzy Ellis

Award-Winning Stunt Actor

Dr. Talithia Williams

Host of the PBS Series, NOVA Wonders

LIFE
TRANSFORMED

MOMS ON THE EDGE

CARING FOR
YOUR PARENTS

YOUNG ADULTS IN LIMBO

TEENS AT RISK

SUPPORTING YOUNG
CHILDREN

CARING FOR THOSE WHO
CARE FOR OUR KIDS

PRESENTING SPONSOR

THANK YOU
Our Lifting the Veil: Life Transformed series on mental health were powerful and captivating. If you
attended one or all of our discussions, thank you for furthering the discussion around mental health
and well-being. A special thank you to our sponsors for supporting the series and helping us deliver
this valuable content at this heightened time of need.

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

SUSTAINING SPONSORS

Employee & Family Resources
IMT Insurance

FOCUS

27

PHOTOGRAPHER: KING AU

GIFT IDEAS // HEALING THROUGH ART // DISCOVER DIVERSE DES MOINES

Forget diamonds. Pearls are the “it”
gemstone and can be dressed up or down.
2AU gives the stones an updated look with
modern settings.

JANUARY FEBRUARY 2022 DSM 27
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SHOPPING THE CITY

MADE WITH HEART
PRODUCER AND WRITER:
BETH ESLINGER

Instead of heading online or to the mall,
shop local this Valentine’s Day for gift
ideas. These local makers provide
indulgent options at myriad price points.
Or if you’re going all out, consider
all these retailers for the ultimate
Des Moines artist experience.
Spa Day at Home
Give the gift of wellness care at newishin-Valley Junction shop Lathermore.
Owner Chelcee Cheers makes and
retails body scrubs, soaps, lotions, and
bath salts and bombs in a mix of
Rosey-hue Lust (pictured), for example,
combines rhubarb, peony and pink
peppercorn (and a great body exfoliant),
while Happy goes a bit sweeter with
cedarwood, pink grapefruit and orange.
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fragrances. Products follow a theme.

Bring the Bling
2AU consistently delivers with creative
jewelry pieces featuring unique mixes
of stones, cuts and shapes. For the
pearl strings featured on this issue’s
cover, Ann Au combined South Sea,
Tahitian and freshwater pearls in blush
pink, cream, gray, golden and pistachio
hues. For her modern look with topaz
and tourmaline, see dsmmagazine.com.
Love Bites
As Tom Coleman of Beaverdale
Confections says, this is not your typical
sweets retailer. With an ever-constant
supply of fresh-made favorites such as
truffles, pecan-rich turtles, barks and
their signature marshmallows, the shop
also makes up holiday-themed shapes.
You can even find chocolate letters to
spell out your sweetie’s initials.
Sweet Scents
Local mom, former educator and now
candlemaker Ali Coppola is crafting
fresh home fragrances through her
brand Currently Co. Whether it’s a gift
for yourself or your galentines, Ali’s $22
candles and $12 room sprays are
CANDLE PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY CURRENTLY CO.

affordable for any budget. Find her
products at currentlyco.com and locally
at Give, Plaza Floral and the Surety
Hotel, among others.
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Collectible Cards
Sometimes heartfelt notes are the bestkept collectible, and Permanent
Collection Letterpress + Design Studio
delivers with the perfect package for
ideal mementos to go with those 2AU
pearls). Pick up cards and other finds at
their East Village shop.
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your love narrative (the cards are also

SMALL KITCHEN

BATH

SPECIALTY ROOM - ENTERTAINING

DINING ROOM

SPECIALTY ROOM - UTILITY

AWARD-WINNING BUILDER. AWARD-WINNING HOMES.
Proud to receive Five Finalist Nominations in the DSM Home Design Awards

For over 40 years, our experienced professionals and solid
reputation, combined with award-winning plans and quality
craftsmanship, guarantees your dream home will have lasting value.

Let Kimberley Development help you
build your award-winning home.

KIMDEV.COM // 515.963.8335
LUXURY HOMES // LAND DEVELOPMENT
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NEW AND NOTABLE

HEALING THROUGH ART
WRITER: JODY GIFFORD

For patients of the new MercyOne

a contemporary landscape that

Richard Deming Cancer Center, music

includes a distant mountain, a valley

and art will be much more than

punctuated by a flowing river, storm

a pleasant diversion; they’ll be tools

clouds and sunshine to symbolize the

for healing.

different points in a patient’s journey.

The $16 million center, located on

Navarro says the painting was

“On the outside, she was smiling
and doing all these ‘normal’ things, but
inside, she was in severe pain,” he says.
“I remember talking about chemotherapy
and she said it helped her feel good. It
gave her more time with her family, but

the MercyOne campus in downtown

inspired by his girlfriend’s aunt, Nancy

cancer was part of her life and she had

Des Moines, not only will offer cutting-

Jensen, who died in 2020 after a

accepted that.”

edge technology and traditional

20-year battle with breast cancer.

medical regimens, but also

Jensen, he says, was like family to him

multidisciplinary, integrative treatments

and watching her live with cancer

they were just diagnosed or are

such as acupuncture, chiropractic care,

was humbling.

approaching the end of their life: “It’s

massage, yoga, meditation, prayer,
animal-assisted therapy, diet and
exercise, and music and art therapy.
As part of that approach,
MercyOne Des Moines Foundation
commissioned a music composition for
a string quartet and a painting. Each
will premiere the day the center opens
to the public. As of press time, that date
had not been set but was expected to
be sometime this winter.
The painting, titled “Acceptance of
the Journey,” was created by
Des Moines artist James “Jimmy”
Navarro and will hang in the lobby. An
acrylic on canvas, the work features

about accepting where they might be

“THERE’S SOME
DISSONANCE,
BUT THERE’S
ALSO HOPE
AND COURAGE
AND THEN,
ULTIMATELY,
THERE IS A
SENSE OF JOY
THAT THIS CAN
BE OVERCOME.”
COMPOSER NOLAN GASSER
ON “A MUSICAL BLESSING.”
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Navarro says the painting speaks
to anyone living with cancer, whether

on their own journey.”
The music composition, titled
“A Musical Blessing,” also is meant to
symbolize a journey, taking listeners
through the highs and lows of a
diagnosis, says California-based
composer Nolan Gasser, a Pandora
musicologist and founder of the Music
Genome Project.
“There’s kind of a story to the
music that’s like a movie,” says Gasser,
who composed a similar piece for
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center in New York City. The music’s
role is “to help participate in healing …

“Acceptance of the Journey,” an acrylic on
canvas by Des Moines artist Jimmy Navarro,
will hang in the new MercyOne Richard
Deming Cancer Center. The landscape’s
elements, including a distant mountain,
valley, river, clouds and sunshine, symbolize
the different points along a patient’s journey.
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“WHAT STARTED
OFF AS A
CAREER IN
CANCER CARE
HAS REALLY
MORPHED INTO
A MINISTRY OF
HEALING.”
DR. RICHARD DEMING

because if you’re dealing with cancer,
you’re dealing with a lot of rough days.
Even if you’re optimistic, and even if
you’re getting good reports from the
doctor, there’s a lot of suffering. You
have to go through that.
“So the piece doesn’t shy away
from [that],” he adds. “There’s some
dissonance, but there’s also hope and
courage and then, ultimately, there is a
sense of joy that this can be overcome.
And you can always tell when that
apotheosis is coming. Everything is
leading to it, and it’s the moment when
you get chills—and it doesn’t mean that
it’s the loudest section, it can often be
quiet—but it’s where all roads lead.”
Gasser’s piece will be adapted for
use during music therapy sessions for
patients. The music and art, along with
all the other therapies, are intended to
help treat the whole person and not just
the disease, says Dr. Richard Deming,
who will be the center’s medical
director. It’s the kind of compassionate
care he’s been advocating and
practicing for more than 30 years.
“What started off as a career in
cancer care has really morphed into a
ministry of healing,” says Deming, also
the founder of the nonprofit
organization Above and Beyond Cancer.
“A cancer center is so much more
the technology and expertise to kill
cancer cells is part of what we do, but it
is so much more. It’s taking care of the
whole person. It’s not just a doctor
taking care of a patient. It’s a human
being taking care of another human
being, and that is so important.”
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than killing cancer cells,” he says. “Yes,

Claire Zellmer Photography

Anything
But Ordinary

The Elements is a full-service design ﬁrm
and retail store, creating spaces that are
warm and luxurious ... sophisticated and
comfortable ... functional and fun.
Featuring custom furnishings from
Lexington, Norwalk, Moroni, Hooker, Noir,
Sam Moore, Bradington Young and more,
as well as outdoor living furniture from O.W.
Lee, Lane Venture, Summer Classics and
Tommy Bahama for Lexington.

ANKENY, IA, 515.264.5563

■

STORM LAKE, IA, 712.732.2385

elementsbyksorbe.com

VISIT WITH OUR DESIGN TEAM
ABOUT YOUR PROJECT
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Abena Imhotep at
Edna Griffin Park.

DISCOVER DIVERSE
DES MOINES

ABENA IMHOTEP’S
TOP SPOTS
Activist, TEDx speaker, consultant,
writer and podcaster Abena Imhotep is
the founder and executive director of
Sankofa Strategies Consulting, which
focuses on fostering conversations on
inclusion and equity in businesses and
organizations.
The Des Moines native is also the
founder of the Sankofa Literary &
Empowerment Group (SLG) and the
SLG Book Club. Both promote literacy
and lifelong learning by celebrating
works by African American authors. Her
podcast, called “Black & Privileged in
America,” is co-hosted by Jay Vodun.
Here, Imhotep shares some of her
favorite local spots where you can
experience the city’s rich diversity.

COFFEE BREAK

HAIR SALON

THE OUTDOORS

Celebrity International

Slow Down Coffee,

LOH Maintenance, owned

Edna Griffin Park,

Clothing & Food Store,

3613 Sixth Ave.: “I love it so

by Lauren Bundy, located

1613 13th St.: “It’s named

owned by Norah Innis,

dearly because they

inside Unique Beauty Bar

after a Black woman who

3614 Sixth Ave.: “It’s an

understand that the

and Hair studio at 4944

was a pioneer in

oasis. You can get your

community is diverse. They

Franklin Ave., Suite J: “I go

desegregating Des Moines. It

groceries and your shea

also understand that

to Lauren because she

was my neighborhood park

butter there. It’s beyond the

creatives need respite.”

understands the power of

growing up. I could walk

diverse experience for me;

natural hair and the care and

there from my house. We

it’s a ‘Sankofa’ moment.

the consideration that it takes

played there. We met our

Sankofa literally means a

to maintain it. She cares for

cousins and friends there.”

return to your culture.”

your hair as if it is her own.”
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SHOPPING

RE/MAX Concepts is proud to
support more than 30 of the top
Home Building Companies in
Iowa! No matter where you want
to build your dream home, a
Concepts agent will help you
bring it to life.

WE'RE THE
BROKERAGE
BUILDERS
CALL

Home

Each office ins idependently owned and operated.

TRAVEL
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WARM WEATHER ESCAPE // GALENA GETAWAY

Just two and a half hours away on Allegiant Airlines, St. Petersburg
promises sunny skies, warm days and diverse dining and art.
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9 REASONS TO
ESCAPE TO
ST. PETE—NOW!
Get away from the cold for a weekend
packed with art, museums and
al fresco dining in St. Petersburg,
Florida. Need more reasons?
It’s got some of the top-rated beaches
in the country and temps are a sweet
70 degrees even at the beginning
of January.

CLEARWATER
BEACH
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1. 361 Days of Sun
Just 2 1/2 hours away on Allegiant
(flights Mondays and Fridays in
January; additional days in the following
months), the city of about 260,000
boasts sunny skies nearly every day;
it’s known as the Sunshine City for a
reason. By the way, Des Moines
averages just 15 sunny and partly sunny
days in January and an average high of
30 degrees. Plus, no palm trees here.
2. Pier Review
Completed in 2020, the new 23-acre
St. Pete Pier stretching over Tampa Bay
is a perfect spot to spend an afternoon
or evening. Art and music fans find
plenty to love, with live entertainment
and art displays, including the overhead
Bending Arc net sculpture by Tampa
Bay-born artist Janet Echelma. While at
the pier, order your favorite tropical
cocktail at the rooftop tiki bar or rum
bar and grill. Find diverse dining
options on the pier as well as at the
nearby waterfront area.
3. Must-See Museums
For modern art and architecture
enthusiasts, a trip to the Dali Museum
should be priority No. 1. Opened in 2011,
the contemporary building sits right by
Tampa Bay, with its modern glass
geodesic bubble stretching around a
stoic concrete shell. See works by the
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Spanish surrealist including his blocky
interpretation of Abraham Lincoln.
Glass is a major art form in the city,
and you can see works by local glass
blowers, take a class to learn the craft,
and study master glassmaker Dale
Chihuly at the Morean Arts Center.
Another new-on-the-scene highlight, the
Arts and Crafts Museum is the first of
its kind to celebrate the nature-inspired
works from early 20th-century artists
such as Frank Lloyd Wright, Gustav
Stickley and Louis Comfort Tiffany.
4. Shuffle Crew
It might seem like an old-school Florida
cliché, but shuffleboard is a trendy
thing here. Really. At the St. Petersburg
Shuffleboard Club, established in 1924,
you can watch hipsters donning “Great

ST. PETE PIER

Gatsby”-inspired costumes for Friday
Night Shuffle. Learn the rules, strategy
and etiquette of the game by signing up
for a boot camp.

DALE CHIHULY
AT THE MOREAN
ARTS CENTER

5. Outdoor Art Everywhere
Known as one of the world’s most
artistic cities, public art abounds on

about 500 murals by local, national and
international artists. New-in-2020 works
include the Black Lives Matter street
mural, painted by 16 area artists, as
well as the Pride street mural. Find
guided tours and an interactive map at
stpetemuraltour.com.
6. Sugar-Sand Beaches
Perfect white beaches stretch 35 miles
up the Gulf side of the Pinellas peninsula.
Top-rated (and populated) destinations
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building sides, dumpsters and more. On
your walking tour of the city, discover

Waukee

IOWA’S #1 FORD LINCOLN DEALER*

STIVERS 2022 BRONCO

REPEATEDLY RECOGNIZED FOR A SUPERIOR
SALES AND SERVICE EXPERIENCE
NEW, USED, AND
COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES

USED CAR SUPERSTORE

Iowa’s #1 Ford LINCOLN
Certified Pre-Owned Dealer is the Stivers Used Car Superstore

SERVICE & PARTS
OPEN ‘TIL MIDNIGHT!
& ON SATURDAYS!

STAND ALONE
ALL MAKES COLLISION CENTER
WE GUARANTEE OUR WORK

HOURS: 7AM-12AM (MONDAY-FRIDAY)

QUICKLANE OPEN SATURDAY 7:30AM-4PM

FOR AS LONG AS YOU OWN YOUR CAR.

EXPERT REPAIR. Rental cars onsite.

FREE ESTIMATES

NEWLY REMODELED WITH BETTER LOUNGE AND
MORE BAYS FOR FASTER SERVICE

9

CITYVIEW

Y EA RS
IN A ROW

Waukee

STIVERSFORDIA.COM

1.800.747.2744

Scott Politte, President

Stivers Ford Lincoln of Iowa

*Sales ranking based on car and truck sales report of the Kansas City Region of Ford Motor Company and Lincoln Motor Company for 2020
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include Clearwater and St. Pete Beach,

Located on the thumb-

but you can also find secluded spots,

shaped Pinellas

such as islands accessible via a short

Peninsula,

kayak, ferry or water taxi. Looking for

St. Petersburg and the

the ultimate laid-back stay at the

beaches that make up

beach? Pass-a-Grille on the south side

the intracoastal

of St. Pete Beach is a best bet. Book a
room at the iconic blush-hue Don CeSar

waterway are located
CLEARWATER

about 20 minutes

hotel, which has hosted the likes of Ella

apart, so you’ll need

Fitzgerald, F. Scott Fitzgerald and

a rental car if you plan

St. PeteClearwater
Airport

Franklin D. Roosevelt.

to hop between the
two areas. St. Pete

7. More Indie Art

and the airport are on

Just west of the pier, the Central Arts
District is a top spot to find local shops,
restaurants, galleries and street artists.

St. Pete
Beach

The Chihuly Collection at Morean Arts
is located here, as is Florida Craft Art,
featuring works by regional and national
artists. Find numerous dining options

Gulf of Mexico

the Tampa Bay side,

St. Pete Pier
Central Arts District
ST. PETERSBURG
The Dali Museum

while the Gulf of
Mexico serves as the
beach backdrop.

Tampa Bay

Pass-A-Grille
Beach

as well as live entertainment venues
including Janus Live, which has music
most weekend nights.
9. Rewarding Walking Tours

Find some of the best shrimp, shellfish

Soak up the palm trees, waterfront

9. Sensational Stays
Both beach locales and St. Pete offer

and fish to satisfy any fresh seafood

views and varied architecture on a self-

myriad overnight options. Beach vs.

craving. For oysters, the fresh catch of

guided stroll through St. Pete’s historic

city: your choice. Find upscale

the day plus an expansive wine list,

districts. You’ll find several options,

accommodations near the pier that put

book a table at Sea Salt St. Pete near

including two sections of the African

you in short walking distance of

the pier. On the Gulf side, the Salt Rock

American Heritage Trail. Other self-

museums, murals and the Central

Grill is a must for grouper sandwiches,

guided walks cruise through downtown

Arts District. For a beach stay, choose

bay shrimp cocktail, or perhaps a bone-

and along the waterfront. Download the

among sleepy cottage rentals, luxe

in rib-eye for the non-pescatarian. The

Florida Stories Walking Tour app to pick

high-rises, waterfront townhouses

Gulf has plenty of other “old Florida”

up stories about the history, culture and

and more.

options, including fish markets and

architecture (perfect tidbits for your

cafes, roadside stands and beach

social feed captions). Research the tour

shacks dishing fish tacos and more.

options, including those with guides, at

Ask the locals about their favorite spots.

St.Pete.org.
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8. Fresh Seafood Fixes

MercyOne Des Moines Foundation thanks the following
donors for their generosity to the

MercyOne Richard Deming
Cancer Center
$2 Million and Above

Comfort Family Foundation
MercyOne Des Moines
Medical Center

$1 million to $1,999,999
Richard L. Deming, MD
John Ruan Foundation Trust

$500,000 to $999,999
Patricia DeMarco* Estate
Mission Cancer + Blood
The Graham Group, Inc.

$250,000 to $499,999

Steve and Melissa Chapman
Dan and Joanie Houston
Nix and Virginia Lauridsen
Prairie Meadows

$100,000 to $249,999

Marie and Dale Andres, DO
Patty and Jim Cownie
Charitable Fund
W.T. & Edna M. Dahl Trust
Charlotte and Fred Hubbell
Charlene and Don Lamberti
Joyce and Terry Lillis
Robert* and Debra Pulver
Dennis and Connie Purdum
Larry and Kathleen Zimpleman

$50,000 to $99,999

Terri and Matt Andres, DO
Don and Margo Blumenthal
James and Kelly Bucher
Jessica and W. Scott Bush
Brian and Monique Chittenden
Jake Christensen and
Susan Fitzsimmons
Shannon Cofield and Kirk Irwin
Diane and Patrick Cummings
Tim and Terri Dvorak
* Deceased

J. Elder, Elder Corporation
Bob and Gayle Johnson
Brian and Tricia Johnson
Gary and Sue Kirke
Linda and Tom Koehn
Robert L. Maddox III,
Allied Construction Services, Inc.
Tom and Susan Mass
Deb and George Milligan
Pathology Associates of Central Iowa
Gabrielle Phelps
Mary and Suku Radia
Shankar Raman, MD and
Nivedita Krishnan, MD
Mary and Bob Ritz
Randy and Trish Rubin
Urology Center of Iowa
Luis Valdes and Isabel Echazu
William Vandivier, DO
Kara and Blair Westerly, MD
Michele and Steve Whitty
John and Robyn Wilkinson

$25,000 to $49,999

Mary and Peter Cownie
Greg and Brenda Cushing
Sara Drobnich
Allison and Jim Fleming
Barbara Graham*
Cara and Kurt Heiden
Charitable Fund
Susan and Neil Horning, MD
Debbie and Michael Hubbell
Jim and Ellen Hubbell
Rusty Hubbell Family Fund
G. David* and Trudy Holman Hurd
Ideal Floors, Inc.
Craig and Joan Johnson
Karl and Kristen Keeler
Dan and Nicolette Keough
Kyle and Sharon Krause
Family Foundation
Christopher and Erin Kuhl

Celia and Tom Mahoney
Patricia McDermott
PJ and Claudette McDonald
Dennis and Melanie Menken
Megan and Christian Schultheis, MD
Michael Simonson and
Jaliesky Hernandez
Maureen Roach Tobin and
Terrence M. Tobin
Dr. Teri Wahlig and Mark Feldmann
Marty and Suzanne Walsh
Sandy and Mike Wegner
Melissa and Bradley Wilcox, DO

$10,000 to $24,999

Teresa Adams-Tomka
Bruce and Kelli Baker
Joan and Todd Bindel
Msgr. Frank E. Bognanno
Michael and Kris Dee
Dorothy A. Eastman Estate
Events for a Cause
The Gartner Family Foundation
Lynn and Steve Graves
Barbara Haisch
Martha G. James and
Michael Myszewski
Julia Koster
Jean and John Matovina
William and Gail McCabe
MercyOne Des Moines Medical Center
Medical Staff
Ellen and Bruce Nelson and Family
Mary Louise and Gerard Neugent
Norkaitis Family Charities
Per Mar Security Services
R & R Realty Group
Rasmussen Foundation Fund
David and Sandra Ruhs, MD
Tami and David Stroh

MercyOne.org/RDCC
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WINTER BREAK
IN GALENA
Just 3 1/2 hours away, Galena, Illinois,
offers an ideal snowy escape. Chestnut
Mountain Resort, located south of town
on steep Mississippi River bluffs,
challenges skiers and snowboarders
with a 475-foot vertical drop, 19 runs
and a terrain park. At Eagle Ridge
Resort & Spa nearby, find 7 miles of
cross-country ski trails, sledding runs,
plus a pond for skating. Even if you’re
not into snow play, the city welcomes
guests with a downtown loaded with
independent businesses to explore.

Discover wineries, independent shops,
restaurants, vacation rentals and more in
historic downtown Galena.
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Clockwise from top: Cajun Jack’s Bar & Grill in Elizabeth (about 15 miles
from Galena) serves burgers and Cajun cuisine such as gumbo and po’
boys. Kids can take ski lessons at Chestnut Mountain; rentals are
available for the entire family. Warm up with comfort food such as a
pastrami sandwich at Embe Eatery & Lounge on Main Street. Additional
miles of trails are available to explore—and then relax with a hot
■
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beverage—at Casper Bluff Land and Water Reserve.
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CREATING ‘A WORLD WITHIN HIS MUSIC’
WRITER: LUKE MANDERFELD
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

In the early 2000s Madison Ray was

Ray says. “I saw an opportunity to join

emotional journey with me during

attending college at Soka University of

that conversation and could help build

a show, that was a breakthrough.”

America in California, studying

Des Moines into this cool place to live.”

philosophy and literature. But he felt
something was missing in his life.
As he confided in a friend, she

Ray’s local break was starring

Charlie Reese, a local musician
and actor, met Ray in 2011, when they

as Tom Collins in the musical “Rent” at

both were cast in “The Producers” at

Des Moines Community Playhouse in

the Playhouse. He’s seen Ray’s

suggested he get back into music. After

2012. He remembers the warm feelings

influence grow on the local arts and

all, the Des Moines native had been

he had when he saw his face on a

culture scene and says he has an

involved in music throughout his

billboard promoting the show and when

childhood—his parents still play tapes

“One of the things that makes

of him dancing and singing to Paula
Abdul songs when he was 3. As a teen,
Ray participated in choir and theater at
Roosevelt High School.
“I realized I needed to get music
back into my life. It was such a
no-brainer, now that I look back on it,”
says Ray, who is now 35. “When I finally
got back into it, I thought, ‘Oh, my God,
this is my purpose.’ There was such joy.
I was all in.”
Ray finished college in 2004 with
a degree in philosophy and moved to
Japan to hone his craft and explore
more of the world, performing in Tokyo
nightclubs and festivals. Still, he

“all-out” stage presence.
Madison stand out from other artists is

“ALL THESE
THINGS I COULD
HAVE WISHED
FOR AS A KID
WERE SUDDENLY
AT MY
FINGERTIPS
RIGHT HERE IN
DES MOINES.”
MADISON RAY

watched as Des Moines was

his music is just really fun,” says Reese,
now a backup vocalist for Ray’s band,
the Finesse. “He enjoys creating a
world within his music. He holds
nothing back. He presents himself as
this party starter and gets the audience
to go along with what he’s doing. He
commands a presence when he’s at the
microphone.”
Ray is currently signed with
Station 1 Records, a nonprofit
Des Moines-based label, and
performed in “Escaping the Labyrinth”
last fall at the Playhouse. Finesse
performed at the Riverview Music
Festival in September, one of their first

transforming—the recently built Wells

live music gigs since the pandemic

Fargo Arena was drawing nationally

he watched the faces of audience

started. Ray says it will go down as one

touring musicians, for example—and

members light up.

of his favorite memories—a reminder of

decided to move back in 2008. He

“It was the first big project I was a

why he got back into music.

wanted to be a part of the city’s

part of that touched people in a special

growing energy.

kind of way. And that’s obviously the

can do and make people feel good

magic of music and theater,” Ray says.

again,” he says. “There’s something

“All these things I could have
wished for as a kid were suddenly at my
fingertips right here in Des Moines,”

48 DSM JANUARY FEBRUARY 2022

“It was a step up for me. To perform and
bring audience members along that

“We got to show what the Finesse

irreplaceable about what live music
makes you feel.”

n

When Madison Ray got back
into music, “I thought, ‘Oh, my
God, this is my purpose.’ There
was such joy. I was all in.”
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DANA APPLEGATE AND
ALEC SHERMAN

Dana Applegate and Alec Sherman
celebrated their wedding at Prairie
Moon Winery and Vineyards in Ames in
front of family, friends and their four
pups. Both veterinarians (he’s a current
resident at ISU vet med and she
practices in Des Moines), it was key for
their dogs, all rescues, to be present and
participate in the action. The canines of
honor walked the bridesmaids down the
aisle and also donned special pajamas
during the wedding prep.
“We could not have imagined our
wedding without including our dogs, as
they are such a huge part of our lives,”
Dana says. “It was our main criteria
when looking for a wedding venue that
dogs were allowed on-site.”
Date: June 12, 2021
Photographer: Brooke Pavel
Photography

To submit your wedding photos for
consideration in dsm, send them to
dsmeditor@bpcdm.com. Include your and
your spouse’s names, occupations, wedding
date, location and the photographer’s name.
Please confirm that you either own the rights
to the photographs or have the
photographer’s permission to submit them for
publication. Also provide your phone number
in case we need to contact you.
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Ensure Educational Excellence Through Charitable Giving

Celebrating

50

YEARS

What are you celebrating in 2022?

What are you most proud of?

The Des Moines Area Community College Foundation is

The DMACC Foundation does two things exceptionally well:

celebrating its 50-year anniversary in 2022. Established as a

We help our donors customize their gifts to leave a beautiful

separate 501(c)3 in 1972, the mission of the DMACC Foundation

legacy, which exponentially impacts student education. We

is to meet student needs by partnering with the College, alumni,

partner with the College to provide financial scholarship support

donors, businesses, and friends to “Ensure Educational

to rural and urban students to help them complete one of the

Excellence Through Charitable Giving.”

over 230 programs of study at DMACC.

Tell us a little bit about your history.

What excites you about the future?

During the past 50 years the DMACC Foundation has

The DMACC Foundation is excited to be moving forward with a

experienced phenomenal growth through the generosity of

campaign to award $2 million to support nearly 3,000 student

our communities. We have expanded our Board of Directors

scholarships in 2022. We are proud of our unique 50-year

to include 30 diverse and talented community leaders who

private-public collaboration with the College, which ensures

provide direction and oversight. The DMACC Foundation is proud

that all charitable gifts directly support student learning and

to award more than 1,500 competitive student scholarships

educational excellence. Give us a call to explore how you can

annually, in excess of $1.7 million dollars. The Foundation is also

leave a legacy while supporting DMACC student success. Our

proud to have grown its assets to over $22 million dollars.

contact information is 515-964-6229 or dmacc.edu/foundation.

PROUD SUPPORTERS OF THE DMACC FOUNDATION’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN
PROUD SUPPORTERS OF THE DMACC FOUNDATION’S 50TH ANNIVERSARY CAMPAIGN

NOTHING
BUT FLY-OVER
COUNTRY.

Some people regard Nebraska as a place you cross on the way to a more interesting place.
But over half a million sandhill cranes might disagree. Every March, they land here for a
closer look at things. And ﬂocks of humans swoop in to witness the awesomeness of a
crane migration. There are those who will always think our state is strictly for the birds.
But you might disagree, so go to VisitNebraska.com for a free Travel Guide.
And a closer look at one very interesting place.

SAVOR
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NONALCOHOLIC DRINKS // TOP FOOD FINDS // NEW RESTAURANTS //

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

PERFECT CHOCOLATE PIE

The Garden Soda at Secret Admirer is like a botanical-infused
gin and tonic, thanks to Seedlip Garden 108, a popular
nonalcoholic distilled spirit. Turn the page to find more ways to
enjoy creative mixed drinks—without the alcohol.
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WHAT TO DRINK NOW

3 SPOTS FOR SPIRIT-FREE SIPS
To reset after a spirited holiday season or to kick off a new,
less boozy lifestyle, 15% of Americans embarked on a Dry
January challenge in 2021 (up from 10% in 2020), according to
a YouGov survey.
Whether you’re omitting alcohol entirely or are seeking
a flavorful option to alternate with your cocktail to pace your
consumption, these local gems offer complex and creative
nonalcoholic mixed drinks.

Turmeric, yellow bell pepper and
orange zest star in the Secret
opened downtown in 2021.
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Spritz at Secret Admirer, which

You’ll feel like you’re escaping to
the tropics when you sip on a Blue
Hawaiian—with pea flower tea,
pineapple, coconut and lime—at
Revival House, a tiki bar adjacent
to Court Avenue.

SECRET ADMIRER

REVIVAL HOUSE

CLYDE’S FINE DINER

With a menu separated by ABV

Your options go far beyond club soda

In the “zero proof” section of the

(alcohol by volume), this new-in-2021

and lime at this island-inspired tiki bar

menu at this East Village upscale

sibling to Hello, Marjorie; Good News,

adjacent to Court Avenue. In the

diner, you’ll find options ranging from

Darling; and Bellhop has a wide range

menu’s “booze-free” section, you’ll

light and refreshing (like “Learnin’ the

of spirit-free and low-ABV options for

find Instagrammable tiki drinks that

Blues,” featuring lemon, rosemary

the days you want to take it easy. The

feel festive and vacation-worthy. You

and blueberry) to after dinner-worthy

Secret Spritz (with turmeric, yellow

won’t even miss the rum—and will

(see: “Starfish and Coffee,” with

bell pepper and orange zest) is an

practically feel like you have your toes

DreiBerge espresso cold brew,

unexpected and zippy happy hour

in the sand—once you have a Blue

grapefruit, simple syrup and club

option, and the Garden Soda (starring

Hawaiian in hand, which features

soda). Pro tip: The cold brew

Seedlip Garden 108, a popular

vibrant, violet-hued pea flower tea,

concoction with a brownie a la mode

commercially available distilled

pineapple, coconut and lime. Or opt

is the move come dessert o’clock.

nonalcoholic spirit), is like a layered,

for the Cyclone, a spirit-free twist on

(111 E. Grand Ave., Suite 111,

botanical-infused gin and tonic, minus

the zombie cocktail made with orange

clydesfinediner.com)

the next-day headache. (110 S.W. Fifth

juice, passion fruit puree, lime juice

St., secretadmirerdsm.com)

and grenadine. (316 Court Ave.,

–Karla Walsh

revivalhousedsm.com)
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FAVORITE FINDS

2021 TOP FOOD
DISCOVERIES
One of the biggest pandemic pivots in
the food industry has been the rapid
growth of culinary businesses that are
thinking outside the box. Or, more
accurately, outside the brick-andmortar. Here are four of my favorite
food-related discoveries of last year, all
of which are made in certified home or
commercial kitchens and sold at popups, markets and retailers other than

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF BREAD BY CHELSA B.

the typical storefront.
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Upgrade Any Comfort Food Meal

soups, grilled meats, greens and beans,

With … Bread by Chelsa B.

Jessie says. I adore the fermented blend

No. 1 must-buy: Seasonal Focaccia

of organic tomatoes, peppers, garlic,

Carbs have been getting a bad rap ever

onions and ginger folded into eggs or

since the keto diet skyrocketed to

spooned atop a slice of cheesy toast.

popularity—and even long before that

($9 for 8 ounces, youngferments.com)

(remember Atkins?). But I would go to
Treat Yourself (Sans Wheat or Animal

battle to defend bread, pizza and

Products) With … Thistle’s Summit

cookies as a worthy food group. Hey,
science bears this out: Your brain

Start a Healthy Smoothie Habit With …

No. 1 must-buy: Oatmeal Cream Pie

needs carbohydrates to thrive! And

Hanna Valley Protein

You won’t feel like you’re missing a

No. 1 must-buy: Cinnamon Protein

thing when you devour one of Marti

Chelsea Smith (her name is pronounced

Emily Hanna launched her organic,

Payseur’s vegan and gluten-free

plant-based protein powder brand in

desserts. Remarkably tender cookies

craved the most lately, including pan

2016 after she was diagnosed with the

surround a light and fluffy cream filling

loaves, doughnuts and, most notably,

autoimmune disease lupus, and she

in her oatmeal cream pies that are even

bubbly focaccia bread, made with

found that nearly all of her symptoms

better—and bigger—than the kind my

homemade dough featuring a

disappeared after packing her diet with

mom packed in my grade school lunch.

sourdough starter. Just before baking,

whole foods. Made with nuts and seeds,

Smith crowns the focaccia with sea salt

the cinnamon flavor (20 grams of

everywhere: memories of childhood

and olive oil, plus locally sourced

protein per 1/3-cup serving) is perfect

favorites that I veganize, episodes of

seasonal produce and herbs, such as

blended into my daily fruit and almond

Martha Stewart’s show that inspired me

delicata squash and fresh sage,

milk smoothie.

as a kid, Instagram bites that I have to

potatoes and rosemary, or, come

($19.99 for 1 pound, hannavalley.com)

re-create,” Payseur says. “I want my

“Chels-uh,” hence the different spelling
of the business) makes the carbs I’ve

“My inspiration comes from just about

food to be accessible but elevated.”

summer, peaches and goat cheese.
(Items and prices vary by season,

Improve Your Gut Health With …

Mission accomplished in these cream

breadbychelsab.com)

Young Ferments

pies and all of her cookies, cakes,

No. 1 must-buy: Tennessee Chow Chow

scones, pies and more.

Fermented foods are among the best

($5, thistlessummit.com) —Karla Walsh

sources of gut-healthy probiotics. If
kimchi and sauerkraut are too strong
for you, consider this Tennessee Chow
Chow made locally by husband-wife
team Jessie and Spencer Young. A
family recipe, Tennessee Chow Chow
can be used as a condiment to spice up

Left: Chelsa B’s bubbly focaccia bread is
made with homemade dough and topped with
sea salt, olive oil and seasonal herbs.
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You’ll find a selection of rotating appetizers
at the New Northwestern Cocktail and
Wine Bar, such as this crostini featuring
smoked salmon stuffed with goat cheese
and cucumber. It’s served on ciabatta with
double-cream Brie cheese.
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WHAT’S BUZZING

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT …
chilling. From fine dining to new locations for old favorites, here’s recent food and

COMING
ATTRACTIONS

beverage news you may have missed.

At press time, the following

As the temperatures began to dip, the metro area’s dining scene showed no signs of

spots were in the works:
Parlor, a new Detroit-style pizza-

Gazali’s moved from the Drake

focused bistro, opened in November in

neighborhood to a larger, airier space in

Beaverdale. The latest project from

Clive. It’s still home to some top-notch

Jason Simon and an A team of veterans

gyros, dolmades and more.

from sister properties Alba, Eatery A

(15700 Hickman Road, Suite 110, Clive,

and Motley School Tavern, the

gazalismediterraneancuisine.com)

restaurant also serves an enticing
variety of small plates, salads and more.

Shawarma City, where warm Middle

(4041 Urbandale Ave., parlordsm.com)

Eastern spices and fresh herbs take
center stage, offers falafel, hummus,

The New Northwestern Cocktail and

kabobs and, of course, shawarma.

Wine Bar opened in the fall in a 1916

(4994 Franklin Ave.)

building in the East Village. Tell the staff
what flavors you tend to gravitate

DeMo Pizza Co.’s specialty pizzas are

toward, and they’ll customize a gin flight

available by the slice or by the pie. Try

for you. Mezze, crostini and charcuterie

the Elote, a Mexican-inspired mashup

selections rotate weekly.

that’s drizzled with lime mayo and

(321 E. Walnut St.,

garnished with cilantro. It gives a nod to

thenewnorthwestern.com)

Iowa’s most prolific crop, corn.
(604 Locust St., Suite 104,

Proudfoot and Bird in the Hotel Fort

demopizzaco.com)

Des Moines is a well-designed dining
room where you might feel like you’re

Franka, which has a location in the East

strolling into a European bistro. Classic

Village, opened a western outpost in the

cocktails join oysters, prime filet and

former Red Rossa space. The massive

duck breast on the splurge-worthy menu.

and stunning pizza oven makes a

(1000 Walnut St.,

statement at the heart of the open-

facebook.com/ProudfootBirdIA)

concept restaurant.

Do Not Disturb promises
to be a cool new concept
from the folks behind
Hello, Marjorie; Bellhop;
Secret Admirer; and Good
News, Darling. Expect vinyl
records, traditional
cocktails (some with
Japanese flair), an intimate
vibe, and pop-up snack
concepts.
(503 E. Locust St.,
dmdoesthings.com)
Table 128, which closed its
location in Clive last
summer, will still be the
place to enjoy creations
from one of the city’s most
renowned culinary talents:
chef Lynn Pritchard. His
creative new American
cuisine will be available in
Gray’s Landing downtown.
(220 S.W. Ninth St.,
table128bistro.com)
–Karla Walsh

(12695 University Ave., Suite 100, Clive,
frankapizzeria.com)
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WITH THIS RECIPE,
EILEEN GANNON
HAS ONCE AND
FOR ALL GIVEN
CHOCOLATE
CREAM PIE BACK
ITS GOOD NAME.
BETTER YET, SHE’S
DONE SO WITHOUT
COMPLICATING THE
RECIPE ONE WHIT.
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EILEEN
GANNON

I SNAGGED THE RECIPE

EASY AS …
WRITER: WINI MORANVILLE

When was the last time you enjoyed

among competitive hobby bakers. She

She’s dedicated to using only high-

a chocolate cream pie? Or more to the

estimates she has won more than 600

quality ingredients: sugar, heavy cream,

point, when was the last time you even

food contests since she began

butter, unsweetened chocolate

craved one? Because let’s face it:

competing in 1988. These include local

(premium Guittard chocolate, no less),

Somewhere along the line, thanks to bad

smackdowns (including many ribbons—

Dutch process cocoa, vanilla and salt.

influences like boxed pudding mixes,

mostly blue—at the Iowa State Fair), as

No stabilizers, preservatives or artificial

we’ve forgotten just how wonderful a

well as prestigious regional and national

flavors allowed. And no corn syrup.

well-made chocolate cream pie can be.

contests. She snagged first place in

With this recipe, Eileen Gannon

The result is a lush and glossy

Seattle’s Best Coffee’s “Red Cup

sauce that’s as elegant as it is decadent.

has once and for all given chocolate

Showdown” for a pumpkin-pie spice

While the sauce can provide an

cream pie back its good name. Better

and caramelized bacon coffee drink she

irresistible finishing touch to desserts

yet, she’s done so without complicating

titled “How to Win a Guy in Just One

like profiteroles, cakes, sundaes and

the recipe one whit. Hers is as easy as

Sip.” She’s demonstrated her culinary

crêpes, it also works as a jump-starter

any pie you’d make with boxed pudding

chops nationally on ABC’s “Good

to other dessert recipes, from her

mix, but richer, silkier and infinitely

Morning America,” the Discovery Family

prizewinning chocolate stout cakelets

more chocolaty.

Channel’s “Bake It Like a Buddy,” and

and chocolate-filled oatmeal bars, to

The secret ingredient is Gannon’s
Sweet + Rich Chocolate Premium

the Food Network’s “Bakers vs. Fakers.”

brownies, tarts, fudge-filled cookies,

She accomplished all this while

chocolate martinis (see page 62), and

Dessert Sauce, one of three luxury

holding down high-pressure day jobs,

more. Consider it a high-end convenience

chocolate sauces she unveiled last

including 15 years at Morgan Stanley

product for the discerning cook.

autumn via her newly launched food

and eight years at Workiva, a public

company, Sunday Night Foods.

software company from which she

Cream Pie provides an unimaginably

retired as a senior vice president in 2020.

good example of the kind of magic

Who is this sudden food maven?
While Gannon might not have the name

Gannon first developed her sauce

This Sunday Night Chocolate

Sunday Night sauces can bring to

recognition among local food lovers of,

in 2018 and later worked with a Michelin-

say, chefs George Formaro and Joe

starred chef and a food co-packer in

inspired (and often prizewinning) recipes

Tripp, she is well known (and envied)

Pennsylvania to scale it commercially.

on her website, sundaynightfoods.com.

dessert recipes. Find more of Gannon’s
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SUNDAY NIGHT® CHOCOLATE
CREAM PIE

whipped cream over the top of the pie.

Makes 8 servings

If you prefer a marbled effect in the
topping, drizzle 2 tablespoons of
chocolate sauce over the whipped

1 1/2 cups milk

cream and, using a large spoon, lightly

1 9.2-ounce jar Sunday Night brand

marble the sauce with the whipped

Sweet + Rich Chocolate Premium

cream in large swirls. Garnish with

Dessert Sauce, at room temperature

chocolate curls if desired. Serve.

1 purchased or homemade 9-inch
graham cracker crust
1 recipe Sunday Night Chocolate

Sunday Night Chocolate Whipped
Cream: Spoon 1/4 cup Sunday Night
Sweet + Rich Chocolate Premium

ALSO TRY …
No time to make a pie? Serve
Eileen Gannon’s simple dessertin-a-glass instead. Her version of
the chocolate martini gets extra
finesse thanks to Sunday Night
Sweet + Rich Chocolate Premium
Dessert Sauce. Note: Gannon
says that while you could make
this with vodka, she prefers the
caramel flavor of golden rum with
the chocolate.

Whipped Cream or Sunday Night

Dessert Sauce, room temperature, into

Sweetened Whipped Cream (see

Sunday Night ® Chocolate-Rum

a mixer bowl. Stir in 1 1/2 cups heavy

recipes, below)

Martini

whipping cream. Beat with an electric

Additional Sunday Night Sweet + Rich

mixer on medium speed until soft peaks

For each cocktail:
2 tablespoons Sunday Night

Chocolate Premium Dessert Sauce,

form, being careful not to overbeat. If

at room temperature, for drizzling

you prefer sweeter whipped cream, beat

brand Sweet + Rich Chocolate

(optional)

in 2 to 4 tablespoons powdered sugar.

Premium Dessert Sauce, divided

Chocolate curls (optional)
1. For filling, place the cornstarch in a
medium saucepan. Slowly whisk in the
milk, whisking constantly to dissolve the
cornstarch and prevent lumps. Cook,
whisking constantly, over medium-low
heat until mixture begins to thicken,
about 10 minutes. The mixture should
be thick enough to cover the back of a
spoon but not boiling (steam will
escape in puffy bubbles). Add the
chocolate sauce; cook and stir for
another 2 minutes or until the chocolate
is fully incorporated and the mixture is
quite thick. (If your pie filling looks a bit
lumpy, pour it through a fine-mesh
strainer before pouring into the pie
crust.) Remove from heat and pour
filling into the graham cracker crust.
Loosely cover and refrigerate until cool
and set, about 2 to 3 hours.
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Sunday Night Sweetened Whipped
Cream: Place 1 cup cold heavy

2 tablespoons (1 ounce) half-andhalf or light cream

whipping cream, 2 tablespoons

2 tablespoons (1 ounce) gold rum

granulated sugar or powdered sugar,

1 cup ice cubes

and 1 teaspoon vanilla in a chilled mixer
bowl. Beat with an electric mixer on

1. Spoon Sunday Night Sweet +

medium-low just until the cream billows

Rich Chocolate Premium Dessert

softly and curls when the beaters are

Sauce into a small microwave-

lifted, being careful not to overbeat.

safe bowl. Heat in the microwave

(Tip: If you prefer the whipped cream a

oven for 10 seconds. Drizzle

little stiffer, use a handheld whisk to

1/2 teaspoon of the sauce into a

whip it a few extra strokes.)

martini glass in a lacy pattern.
2. Whisk cream and rum into the
remaining chocolate sauce until
thoroughly combined. Pour into
a cocktail shaker. Shake for
30 seconds. Strain into the
prepared martini glass. Serve.

PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

3 tablespoons cornstarch

2. Using a large spoon, spread the

THE WORLD'S MOST

AWARD-WINNING
DISTILLERY
In Kentucky, buffalo carved a pathway followed by early
American pioneers. On the spot where the buffalo
migration route crossed the Kentucky river, this National
Historic Landmark has been making legendary bourbon
whiskey for over 200 years. Today, Buffalo Trace crafts the
best collection of bourbons and whiskies in the world by
honoring tradition and embracing change.

Distilled and bottled by Buffalo Trace Distillery, Frankfort, KY. Alcohol by
volume varies by product. www.buffalotracedistillery.com.
1-800-654-8471. Please Drink Responsibly.

SAVOR
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PINCH OF WISDOM

“To intensify the flavor of
root vegetables while
creating a creamy texture,
salt-roast the vegetables.
Place a layer of kosher salt
onto a rimmed sheet pan or
cast-iron skillet, then
situate your favorite hearty
root vegetables into the
salt. Pour more kosher salt
on top to cover the veggies
fully, then bake until the
roots are fork-tender.
Remove from the salt and
peel back the outer skin
or exterior layer with a
paring knife and serve with
a drizzle of olive oil.”

{

Andrew Cardillo, chef and owner
of the Culinary Nomad DSM
food truck and catering company
(culinarynomaddsm.com;
Instagram @culinarynomaddsm).
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Celebrating Success
Formed in 1986, NAWBO Iowa - a diverse group of talented women business owners and corporate
member leaders, celebrated 35 years of sisterhood in 2021. NAWBO Iowa members celebrating milestone
anniversaries were asked to give a single word response to the following question.

“Why did you decide to go into business for yourself?”
1

1
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H O PE
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10
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5
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t d t p c .co m/co u r t n e y l-deronde

NAWBO Iowa propels women entrepreneurs into economic, social & political spheres of influence
statewide. You will find a supportive, educational and energetic environment within NAWBO Iowa. Join
the movement! nawboiowa.org

yrs
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- SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION -

ANNIVERSARIES
ARE WORTH

CELEBRATING
Join us in commemorating the important
milestones of the following businesses.

- SPONSORED CONTENT SECTION -

B U S I N ES S A N N I V E R S A R I ES

K&V HOMES
Q: WHAT ARE YOU CELEBRATING?

Q: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MILESTONES YOU’VE ACHIEVED

A: K&V Homes is celebrating our 25th year in the custom home

ALONG THE WAY?

building business. What started out as a collaboration between two

A: In addition to earning many Home Show Expo awards over the

high school friends that reconnected after college has grown into a

years, we are very proud to have received the Better Business

business that has served the community for two and a half decades.

Bureau’s Integrity Award. This was a huge accomplishment for our
small business in a market with lots of other businesses. It was a

Q: WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
A: We feel very fortunate to have carved out such a loyal client list in
an industry that has seen some difficult years. From the recession to

true testament of the “doing it right the first time” and “customer first”
attitude that we believe in and built our business on.

the challenges the pandemic brought, we have been able to maintain

Q: WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT THE FUTURE?

our quality of craftsmanship and business practice. We have also

A: As we continue to meet with new clients, we never know what type

established relationships with such a diverse group of trade partners

of project we are going to be doing. Building custom homes for a wide

that allow us to take on projects, regardless of the challenges.

range of homeowners means we get to see the cutting edge in style,
product and design. We love meeting new clients and establishing long
term relationships that will take us into the next decade.

HOMES
your style. your budget. your home.
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WESLEYLIFE
Q: WHAT IS YOUR ANNIVERSARY OR MILESTONE?

Q: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MILESTONES YOU ACHIEVED

A: WesleyLife—the region’s most comprehensive non-profit provider of

ALONG THE WAY?

health and well-being services for people 55 and older—will turn 75 on

A: The opening of each of our 12 Communities for Healthy Living and

July 7, 2022. We’re honored to have served Central Iowans since 1947

WesleyLife at Home services has represented a milestone. Seventy-five

and to have created experiences for tens of thousands of individuals

years ago, we served a handful of ministers and their spouses; today,

since that date.

we serve more than 9,000 individuals. Each person whose life we’re

Q: WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?

able to touch represents a milestone.

A: Without a doubt, we’re proudest of our 1,800 team members. They

Q: WHAT LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNED?

serve with commitment and dedication, finding an enhanced sense of

A: Our 75-year heritage allows us to reimagine what aging looks like,

purpose and meaning in their own professional lives as they illustrate

providing us with opportunities to serve greater numbers of people

our commitment to making the second half of life the best half for our

through redevelopment initiatives and expansions into new markets.

residents and clients.

Our $25 million redevelopment of Wesley Acres, our flagship campus
in Des Moines, will involve integration with the greater community like
never before, and other projects will follow suit.
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L to R: Daniel L. Manning, Daniel M. Manning, Jr., Joel B. Templeman, Eugene E. Olson, Michael W. O’Malley, Christopher R. Pose

B U S I N ES S A N N I V E R S A R I ES

LILLIS O’MALLEY
Q: WHAT IS YOUR ANNIVERSARY OR MILESTONE?

Q: WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?

A: We are proud to celebrate 105 years practicing law in Des Moines

A: We are most proud of the bonds we have formed with our clients

and throughout Iowa.

and how we have helped our community grow. The relationships we

Q: TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR HISTORY.
A: As we look back over our history, we are humbled to have had so
many insightful attorneys as partners of the firm. Founded in 1917 by
John Connolly, Jr, the tradition of legal knowledge and integrity was

developed with business and community leaders have allowed us to
participate in the development of Des Moines and the metropolitan
area. Our clients know that we will work diligently to help them achieve
their goals, while being fair and respectful in negotiations.

carried on by John Connolly III and George O’Malley together with their

Q: WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT THE FUTURE?

partners, and most recently by the late William J. Lillis and partners

A: Iowa is positioned for continued growth. As a great place to live

Michael W. O’Malley; Eugene E. Olson; Daniel L. Manning, Sr., the

and work we look forward to participating in the amazing growth that

present managing partner; Christopher R. Pose; Joel B. Templeman;

lies ahead.

and Daniel M. Manning, Jr. As attorneys specializing in real estate law
and as leaders in the community, the firm has been responsible for
many major projects in Des Moines and throughout Iowa.
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FOOD BANK OF IOWA
C E L E B R AT I N G 4 0 Y E A R S

Q: TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR HISTORY.

Q: WHAT LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNED?

A: Founded in 1982, Food Bank of Iowa was intent on saving edible food

A: Food Bank of Iowa’s passionate hunger fighters had to be flexible,

from disposal while helping hungry Iowans across 42 counties. That first

nimble and creative to overcome pandemic challenges, which continue

year, Food Bank of Iowa distributed 67,180 pounds. This year, 20 MILLION

as significant inflation and supply chain issues bear down on food bank

pounds were delivered to the doors of 677 partners in 55 Iowa counties.

operations. Economies of scale allow us to maximize every donor dollar.

40 years. 300 times the impact.

Collaboration is key as we move at the speed of relationship.

HISTORICAL TIMELINE

Q: WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT THE FUTURE?

1982 – Initial donations included cottage cheese and farm fresh tomatoes.

A: The ability to leverage partnerships to do more for the most vulnerable

1990 – Among first food banks to distribute USDA commodity food.

among us. Every school district will get a pantry. Seniors will have

2006 – BackPack Program™ launched providing weekend nutrition for

nutrition, medicine AND heat. Veterans will have safe, trusted access to

elementary kids.

food. Immigrants will have the nourishment needed to thrive in their new

2010 – Feeding America assigned struggling 13 southeast counties to our

homeland.

service area.
2018 – Acquired Ottumwa facility and remodeled Des Moines to triple

Our vision remains A Hunger-Free Iowa.

capacity.
2021 – Expanded volunteerism and doubled distribution overnight in
response to COVID.
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Pictured: Paul Polus and Barbara Nelson
Not Pictured: John Noll and Rob Wu
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CDS GLOBAL
TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR HISTORY.

customer care, warehouse and distribution, marketing and mailing

In early 1972, Downe Computer Services, now known as CDS Global,

services to 46 of the top 50 U.S. consumer media brands in the nation.

opened its doors. Named after publisher Edward Downe, we began
after the late 1971 closure of LOOK magazine, a Des Moines generalinterest publication.

Though birthed in the media fulfillment industry, CDS Global has provided
nonprofit organizations with the tools they need to better connect with
their donors and focus on their missions. We currently support 32 iconic

Just months prior to the closure, the circulation department celebrated the
launch of a new computer system that stored the names and addresses
of customers on magnetic tape. The information on these tapes is now
better known as big data, used to send magazines, merchandise and
other products or to do market research as required by our clients.
As the global leader in magazine order and customer management, we
provide recurring digital and time-based digital subscription management
services, along with our data solutions and analytics capabilities,

nonprofits nationwide.
A few of the organizations CDS Global has demonstrated operational and
strategic leadership with are Condé Nast, Hearst, Meredith, American
Heart Association and American Red Cross.
We are fortunate to have exceptional financial and operational stability backed
by the Hearst Corporation. CDS Global’s success is built upon the hard work
and defining contributions of its loyal workforce over the past 50 years.

50 years
1972-2022

19 01 BELL AVENUE , DES MOINES, IA , 5 0 315 | W W W.CDS -GLOBAL .COM
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PARAGON IT PROFESSIONALS
Paragon’s Leadership Team (pictured above from left to right): Greg Lagan, Jessica Grant, Craig Jackman, Joel Jackman, Amanda Wiemann,
Donna Ballard, Nick Roach

Q: WHAT IS YOUR ANNIVERSARY OR MILESTONE?

Q: WHO DO YOU CREDIT THIS ACHIEVEMENT TO AND WHY?

A: Celebrating 25 years in business as an IT staffing firm.

A: Our people. Paragon has served hundreds of customers and

Q: TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR HISTORY.
A: Brothers Craig and Joel Jackman founded Paragon IT Professionals
in Des Moines in 1997. As a staffing firm focused solely on IT, the
two were determined to be more than a service provider—they were

consultants over the years with one primary objective: to provide the
best experience in the industry. We have held true to our core values
of putting others first, resolving problems fast and striving for a high
degree of communication and accountability.

committed to providing exceptional service with consistency and

We are incredibly grateful and proud of what we have accomplished

authenticity. With a strong foundation and a lot of hard work, Paragon

the past 25 years. To our clients, partners, consultants and, most

has grown to serve businesses across Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and

importantly, our loyal employees, we cannot thank you enough.

Arizona find contract, contract-to-hire and full-time tech talent.
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VISION FINANCIAL GROUP
Q: TELL US ABOUT YOUR ANNIVERSARY.

Q: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MILESTONES YOU ACHIEVED

A: This year celebrates 25 years of providing financial services to

ALONG THE WAY?

individuals, families and businesses.

A: We’ve tripled in size over the past decade with over 70 talented team

Q: HOW DO YOU STAND OUT IN A CROWDED WEALTH
MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY?
A: We’ve always tried to anticipate the expanding financial needs of

members. We also surpassed $1 billion in assets under management
through our in-house investment committee comprised of members
carrying the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation.

our clients and to coordinate those in one place. This required us to

Q: WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT THE FUTURE?

build a team of professionals focused on financial planning, investment

A: We are in a great position to redefine the wealth management

management, risk management, tax, retirement and estate planning as

experience for clients and the next generation.

well as specialized resources for ultra-high net worth individuals.

Our goal is to “revolutionize planning” by staying on the forefront of

The infrastructure we built is also used by a nationwide network of

offering services that other firms do not. Our focus on technology will

advisors to efficiently offer more services in their practices.

allow us to streamline how we do business, simplify the complex and

We take pride in seeing how our comprehensive approach simplifies

enhance client outcomes.

the lives of clients, gives them peace of mind and frees them to live the

What excites us most about the future is seeing clients excited about

enhanced life they deserve.

their futures.

414 0 G R A N D AV E N U E , D E S M O I N E S , I A 5 0 312 | 515 - 4 5 3 -2 2 2 2 | W W W.V FG H E LP S .CO M
Securities offered through Registered Representatives of Cambridge Investment Research, Inc., a broker-dealer member FINRA/SIPC. Advisory services through
Cambridge Investment Research Advisors, Inc., a Registered Investment Adviser. Cambridge and Vision Financial Group are not affiliated.
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STICKS
Sticks is celebrating 30 years of American craft and storytelling. What

To commemorate the anniversary of our growth, successes and ever-

started as nativity sets, ornaments and candle holders has evolved

evolving art, we have embarked on a project of celebrating our story

into a larger collection including dining sets, beds and both private

through archived images, narratives and connections. A six-month

and corporate art instillations. Each Sticks piece is designed for our

countdown has been documented in video format and shared with our

customers to create impactful and inspiring memories that can be

fans around the world. Sticks hopes that the story that has been told

shared and passed along through the years.

helps to further our connection to being American producers of fine

Our diverse team of visionaries create a high level of cohesion that

craft and sets the table for another 30 years of creativity.

cannot be achieved without passion and tenacity. Sticks is proud to

Sticks looks forward to the future because the story never ends, there

be American-made— each piece is created in Des Moines, which

is always more art to be made and more memories to be shared, new

means we have the opportunity to support our local community. We

and old! Cheers to 30 years of Sticks and more!

love sharing our work with other brick-and-mortar retailers and their
beloved customers all over the United States.
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BUSINESS ANNIVERSARIES

BUSINESS ANNIVERSARIES

EMPLOYEE & FAMILY RESOURCES

ANANI SALON AND SPA

Celebrating 10 years in the wellness business!

Q: TELL US A LITTLE BIT ABOUT YOUR HISTORY.
A: EFR has been providing Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
benefits to workplaces since 1975. In 2011, we enhanced our offerings
by including wellness consulting and programming for workplaces
looking to embrace the idea of whole health with an emphasis
on emotional well-being. With 10 years in the wellness space,
our program is constantly evolving, but the one thing that has not
changed is our emphasis on the importance of emotional well-being.

Q: WHAT MILESTONE ARE YOU CELEBRATING?
A: Fifteen years in business. We are a full-service salon and medical
spa. We opened our doors in October 2007 with seven employees.
We relocated to Ankeny’s Prairie Trail district in 2011 and now employ
22 talented team members. Along the way we have achieved several
milestones. We were selected as one of the top 200 salons by Elle
magazine and continue to be one of Ankeny’s best every year.

Q: WHAT LESSONS HAVE YOU LEARNED?
A: Always be humble. You are never too old or too talented to learn

Q: WHAT EXCITES YOU ABOUT THE FUTURE?

or have the insight to admit fault. You can always be a better version

A: It’s not just fitness gadgets that have evolved over time—more

of yourself and be thankful for the gift of reflection. What we do

than ever before the industry is shifting to comprehensive wellness

truly changes lives, as well as helps our guests through trials and

programs that touch on more than physical health! Organizations

tribulations. We strive to never take that for granted.

are learning that good mental health is just as important as good
physical health. EFR recognizes eight dimensions to keep in mind in
order to achieve optimal health: emotional, social, physical, spiritual,
intellectual, occupational, financial and environmental. Our wellness
program leads participants down a path that encourages fulfillment in

Q: WHAT ARE YOU MOST EXCITED ABOUT GOING FORWARD?
A: We are excited about expanding our spa and renovating our existing
location this year! We have outgrown our space yet again and look
forward to our continued evolution!

all these different areas.

®

505 5TH AVE, SUITE 600, DES MOINES, IA 50309
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visionary.com
515.369.3545

CHEERS TO 30 YEARS

Tell us a little bit about your history.
For 30 years, Visionary has been partnering with our
customers to build leading-edge systems. We were
early in web-based data driven websites, and with
our roots in desktop software development and data
processing our core has always focused on building
data systems to meet our customers changing needs.
We started building data processing systems for
Fortune 100 companies in 1993, creating a system
to provide location updates for a worldwide shipping
company and cargo airline. It is now a worldwide
data-driven web application that supports more than
50 other data systems. Early on, we adopted the web
as our preferred platform and now build data-driven
web applications for medium to large local and global
customers that are mostly PHP front-end with MySQL
back-end. Our proprietary content management
system, Site OnCall, rivals other CMS on the market.

What are you most proud of?
The Visionary Team is an agile group of skilled
craftspeople who build complex systems that
compete with those built by larger organizations.
How do you plan to celebrate?
We will be hosting an internal staff event thanking
our Visionaries for their years of dedication and effort
and a customer appreciation event.
What lessons have you learned?
There is no substitute for hard work. Shortcuts in
quality, communication, customer service to save
time, negatively affect your work, your team and your
customers. Change and adapt with technology to
stay relevant.
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PeoplesCompany.com

R

AT

Corporate Headquarters
12119 Stratford Drive, Suite B | Clive, IA 50325
855.800.LAND

2 022

Peoples Company’s proud history began in the 1960s and was established in the farm management
department of Peoples Trust and Savings Bank in Indianola, Iowa.
In 1972, the farm management department and real estate brokerage separated from the bank into what
is now known as Peoples Company. In 2002, the current ownership team acquired the majority interest of
the company and began building the foundation for the organization we are today and the future growth
of the Peoples Company brand.
Today, Peoples Company is proud to be one of the nation’s fastest growing land services organizations.

Peoples Company is a licensed real estate broker in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi,
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, Wisconsin, Wyoming.
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A.J. ALLEN IS CELEBRATING
90 YEARS IN BUSINESS.
Our office staff and field personnel
represent long-term professional people
that give us consistency and reliability.

Commercial & Industrial Plumbing
Process Piping
Heating
Air Conditioning
Underground Utilities

CHEERS TO 15 YEARS!

RESTAURANT

WEEK2022

AUGUST 19-28, 2022
Celebrate the 15th annual
dsm Restaurant Week with us
this summer, August 19-28.
Foodies, mark your calendars!
PRESENTED BY

320 SE 6th Street, Des Moines, IA 50309
515.697.3500 | www.ajallen.com

SUSTAINING SPONSOR

Southern Glazers
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EVENTS
2022

Home Design Awards
March 8, 2022

Home
Design Awards

Inspired, creative and stunning. The dsm Home Design Awards showcases Greater

INCLUSION

Discover Diverse Des Moines

DISCOVER DIVERSE
DES MOINES

Where do Greater Des Moines’ leaders go to experience diversity? Hear from our

Des Moines’ best home and landscape projects.

May 17, 2022
movers and shakers to get ideas for new and inclusive dining, arts and culture, and
recreation spots.

Lifting the Veil
June 23, 2022 | November 17, 2022
Be a part of these important conversations about mental health, featuring experts

from around the Greater Des Moines community. Explore how to make meaningful
progress with two virtual events in 2022.

RESTAURANT

WEEK2022

Restaurant Week
August 19-28, 2022
Feast on the city’s top cuisine by supporting this amazing 10-day event in August
that showcases Des Moines’ impressive dining scene.

LGBTQ Legacy Leader Awards
October 2022
Elevate and celebrate the trailblazers and supporters of the LGBTQ community in
this annual event.

Sages Over 70
November 2022
Every year, dsm magazine honors esteemed individuals over age 70 who have
made a profound difference in the Greater Des Moines community.

dsm Unveiling Parties
Our popular launch parties celebrate our latest print edition and draw impressive

crowds of the city’s most influential people. Subscribe to our newsletter to be the
first to know about these events.

!
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UNDERGRADUATE MAJORS
FULL-TIME • ADULT • ONLINE

5

www.grandview.edu • 515-263-2800

GRADUATE PROGRAMS

“Hadestown” is a modern
retelling of the Greek myth of
Orpheus and Eurydice,
interwoven with the story of
King Hades and his wife
Persephone. Turn to page 94
to find out why Jeff Chelesvig,
president and CEO of Des
Moines Performing Arts,
is excited to bring the touring
Broadway show to the
Des Moines Civic Center.
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TOP
BILLING

ARTS LEADERS CHOOSE THEIR
PREMIER PICKS FOR 2022.

PHOTOGRAPHER: T. CHARLES ERICKSON

WRITER: CHRISTINE RICCELLI
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“You’re asking
me to choose my
favorite child.”
That’s how Matthew McIver,

in 1970s’ Iowa. Gateway Dance Theatre is
also marking its 50th year with special
shows and events. Ballet Des Moines,
which has a new artistic director, is

artistic director of Iowa Stage Theatre,

leaping forward with a bold, newly

answered the seemingly simple

created work that premieres in April.

question we posed: What are you most
excited about for 2022?
In fact, nearly every local arts
leader we asked echoed McIver’s

Collaboration among arts
organizations will add to the energy.
After a pandemic-related delay,
Pyramid Theatre Company and

response—a few in those exact words.

Des Moines Performing Arts will team

It’s no wonder they struggled to choose

up to present “The Gospel at Colonus”

just one highlight: After nearly two

sometime late spring (the date was

years of pandemic-related disruptions,

undetermined at press time). Jeff

including shutdowns, cancellations,

Chelesvig, DMPA’s president and CEO,

financial challenges and other setbacks,

also is excited to host DMMO’s

2022 promises to be a high-voltage year

production of “The Magic Flute,” while

for arts and culture in our community.
Des Moines Metro Opera, for
example, will celebrate its 50th
anniversary with a blockbuster season
that includes “A Thousand Acres,”

84 DSM JANUARY FEBRUARY 2022

reimagines Shakespeare’s “King Lear” set

McIver is eager to stage Shakespeare’s
original “King Lear” to complement
“A Thousand Acres.”
And all of that is just for starters.
Everyone we checked with exuded

a $1 million new opera based on the

infectious optimism about 2022. Find

Pulitzer Prize-winning novel that

out why on the following pages.

Robert Warren
Executive Director, Hoyt Sherman Place
TOP PICK: YOLA
Feb. 19
Hoyt Sherman Place
Warren loves “finding and helping rising
stars.” And Yola, he says, “is shooting
to the top extremely fast.” Indeed, the
English singer and songwriter, whom
Warren describes as having “mindblowing vocals,” was nominated for four
2020 Grammy Awards.
She was in Iowa last summer,
when she performed at Hinterland in
St. Charles, and she played a sold-out
Madison Square Garden last October.
Yola, whose work encompasses a variety
of musical genres, will stop at Hoyt
Sherman during her tour in support of
her new album, “Stand for Myself.”
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Jeff Fleming
Director, Des Moines Art Center
TOP PICK: “IMMERSIVE”
March 11–June 5
Des Moines Art Center
For most exhibits, you view works in a
gallery, then move on to the next gallery.
In contrast, “Immersive” will be
experiential, inviting visitors “to be
literally immersed in artworks,” Fleming
explains. “One will follow a path from
darkened space to darkened space,
each filled with light, color and sound.”
One zone, for example, will feature
Ran Hwang’s “Garden of Water”
(pictured). “In this playful and sparkling
installation, light reflects off thousands
of crystal sewing pins as videoprojected rain showers and spider webs
fall around the space,” Fleming says.
Another area will showcase Bill
Viola’s “Ascension,” in which “hypnotic
blue light and underwater sounds
enhance a film both pensive and
hopeful,” he says. In the Bookey Gallery,
Des Moines-based multimedia artist
Oyoram will install a circle of LED
monitors that Fleming says “will
transport the viewer into a glowing,
moving seascape.”
Overall, “Immersive” not only
promises to stir your emotions, he says,
but to provide “a place to step fully into
the art itself.”

Ran Hwang (Korean, born 1960),
“Garden of Water,” 2010 (detail);
beads, crystal, pins, video on Plexiglas.
Des Moines Art Center Permanent
Collections; gift of the artist and
Leila Heller Gallery, New York.
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Michael Egel

When pressed, he decided to
highlight the season’s kickoff show,

Des Moines Metro Opera

a technicolor, silent film-inspired

DMMO will present its Summer Festival,

TOP PICK: “THE MAGIC FLUTE”

production of Mozart’s “The Magic Flute”

when three productions will be

March 5–6

(pictured).

Des Moines Civic Center

“This charming interpretation of
Mozart’s most famous opera puts the

PHOTOGRAPHER: IKO FREESE

not your grandmother’s ‘Magic Flute.’ ”

General and Artistic Director,

Following “The Magic Flute,”

performed on a rotating basis July 1–24
at Blank Performing Arts Center in
Indianola: “A Midsummer Night’s

Asking Michael Egel to choose just one

singers onstage in front of a huge screen,

Dream,” “Porgy and Bess” and “A

show seemed almost cruel, as 2022

interacting in real time with animations

Thousand Acres” (which will have its

undoubtedly will be DMMO’s boldest

projected all around them, creating the

world premiere July 9).

year in its 50-year history. “Every arts

impression that gigantic comics,

leader’s top job is to create a portfolio

cartoons and folk art is coming to life

of ‘wow’ projects that excites the

right before your eyes,” Egel explains.

community, and we have five operas ...

The internationally acclaimed

that will astonish and amaze in unique

production “is an exhilarating family-

and different ways,” he says.

friendly experience,” Egel adds. “This is

As part of DMMO’s 2nd Stages
Series, “American Apollo” will be
presented in collaboration with Pyramid
Theatre Company and performed at the
Des Moines Art Center.
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Blaire Massa
CEO, Ballet Des Moines
TOP PICK: “OF GRAVITY AND LIGHT”
April 22
Des Moines Civic Center
“A world premiere is always thrilling,”
Blaire Massa says, but this newly
created work by Ballet Des Moines “is
one of the most innovative productions
I’ve ever been a part of.”
“Of Gravity and Light” features a
full-length ballet and a musical score by
Des Moines-based composer Beau
Kenyon. The work “explores the beauty
and wonder of space,” Massa says.
Along with Tom Mattingly, the
company’s new artistic director, Kenyon
“has built an incredible team of artists
and scientists from across the country
to create this stunningly beautiful,
interdisciplinary work.”
“There is a global conversation
happening around the convergence of
science and art,” she adds, “and this
project exemplifies how the universal
languages of music and movement can
make abstract concepts more human
and more accessible to audiences of

PHOTOGRAPHER: JAMI MILNE

all ages.”
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“Singin’ in the Rain,’ which Katy Merriman says
is a “perfect story for escaping,” will feature
a live orchestra and real rain on stage.

Katy Merriman

Matthew McIver

organizations and that we’re telling a

Artistic Director, Des Moines

Artistic Director, Iowa Stage Theatre

great story in different forms.”

Community Playhouse

Company

TOP PICK: “SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN”

TOP PICK: “KING LEAR”

“King Lear” was part of the
Shakespeare on the Lawn series in

March 25–April 10

July 13–17

2016, but McIver notes that the play “is

Des Moines Community Playhouse

Salisbury House and Gardens

different to us as a community in 2022

Des Moines Community Playhouse

Iowa Stage last presented an outdoor

classic plays is that [they offer] a prism

opened “Singin’ in the Rain” on March

production of a Shakespeare play in

through which we see society

13, 2020. Two days later, the show

2019, when it staged “Macbeth.” McIver

differently every time we pick them up

than [it was in 2016]. … The value in

closed as the pandemic shuttered

is excited to return to the once-annual

theaters everywhere. Two years later,

tradition. “Folks have been asking us,

the Playhouse will remount the 2020

‘When are you going to do Shakespeare

production, reuniting much of the cast
and creative team.
“It’s such a beautiful show. We’re
keeping everything we loved about it,”
such as the costumes, a live orchestra,
and a stage design that includes real
rain on the stage, Merriman says.
“We’re excited to give [the show] the
production it deserves.”
“We want to give people a break

The rest of Iowa Stage’s current
season also offers a combination of

huge tradition, and it’s important to us

classic and new works, including

to bring that back to the community.”
McIver is enthusiastic about
staging “King Lear” this year because
“we’re doing it in conjunction with a
cutting-edge new opera,” he says,
referring to Des Moines Metro Opera’s
commissioned production of “A
Thousand Acres,” a modern retelling of
the Shakespeare tragedy. “I love that

world,” she adds, and the upbeat

there is crossover between the two
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is different.”

again?’” McIver says. “It was such a

from everything that’s going on in the
musical is a “perfect story for escaping.”

… because we’re different and the world

Eugene O’Neill’s “Long Day’s Journey
Into Night,” Lynn Nottage’s “Sweat,”
and the premiere of a new comedy by
Des Moines playwright Karen Schaeffer,
“Girls’ Weekend 2.”

LET US TAKE CARE OF
ALL YOUR NEEDS DURING
YOUR UPCOMING EVENT
IN DES MOINES!

Port of Des Moines is your one-stop event group that specializes in providing
upscale catering, desserts, weddings, corporate events and all that comes
in between! Headquartered at The River Center in downtown Des Moines,
Port of Des Moines Event Group oversees six separate entities, including The
River Center, Trellis Catering, Trellis Café, Doré Bakery, The Riverwalk HUB and
Purveyor. With the expansion of our largest event space, the River Center, we
have double the space to hold a socially-distanced wedding reception. Call us
at 515-330-1517 or email us at eventsales@portofdsm.com to set up a private
consultation today.

PO
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THE PURVEYOR: 505 E Grand Ave Suite 105, DSM (2 doors south of Raygun) | 515.280.1130
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515-330-1517 | portofdsm.com | eventsales@rivercenterdsm.com
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Penny Furgerson

Jeff Chelesvig

Founder and Artistic Director,

President and CEO, Des Moines

Gateway Dance Theatre

Performing Arts

TOP PICK: “SHAKUNTALA”

TOP PICK: “HADESTOWN”

July 8–9

March 22–27

Hurd Amphitheater, West Des Moines

Des Moines Civic Center

When Penny Furgerson and her late

Lisa DeLasalle

husband, Lee, founded Gateway Dance

“Hadestown” is a contemporary
reimagining of the Greek myth of

Theatre in 1972, “people predicted we

Joseph Giunta

wouldn’t last a year because it was

Orpheus and Eurydice’s fateful love,

Music Conductor, Des Moines Symphony

interwoven with the story of King Hades

something completely new and

TOP PICK: “IMMORTAL BELOVED”

and his wife Persephone. Called

different,” she recalls. “But every time

Jan. 29–30

sumptuous and hypnotic by the

I thought of closing, something

Des Moines Civic Center

wonderful would happen.”
To celebrate 50 years of bringing

New York Times, the show won eight
Tony Awards in 2019, including best

This concert will give you a chance to

musical, and in 2020 the cast album

a fusion of African American, Caribbean,

experience Beethoven in a new,

won the Grammy Award for best

Asian and Indian music and movement

unexpected way. In addition to a

musical theater album.

to the community, Gateway this

musical performance, “Immortal

summer will present “Shakuntala.” The

Beloved” features several actors, one

ancient tale from India tells the story of

who plays Beethoven.

a young woman who is raised in a
secluded hermitage and falls in love

“It’s about a side of him that’s not

Chelesvig praises the show’s
clever blending of the Greek myths,
beautiful staging and dynamic score,
a combination of folk, pop, blues and

known by many,” Giunta says. “At one

Dixieland. “Anaïs Mitchell is an exciting

with the king. Featuring a local cast of

point in his life, he met a woman that

songwriter who first conceived of the

about 20 diverse performers, the play

he fell in love with. … He wrote her

[idea] years ago and just kept working

will incorporate international music

three letters that opened his heart to

at it,” he says.

and dance.

her. But he never sent her the letters

Gateway staged the production in
2017 at Grand View College, and it was
so well received, the company went on

Specifically, Chelesvig admires the

and never told anyone the mysterious

13-year journey Mitchell traveled in

woman’s name.”

getting the work to Broadway, which

The first half of the program will

included releasing a concept album,

tour with it around Iowa. For this year’s

focus on the narrative, with music

show, Gateway wanted to present it at

accompanying, including Beethoven’s

New England, turning it into a stage

famous “Moonlight Sonata.” The second

musical, and staging it off-Broadway.

half will star renowned pianist Lisa

The show opened on Broadway in 2019.

an outside location, Fergurson says:
“Since the [story] takes place in a forest,
we thought it would be lovely to
perform it in an outdoor setting.”

DeLasalle performing “the fantastic and

“It’s a powerful production,”

popular Second Piano Concerto by

Chelesvig says. “I was really moved

Rachmaninoff,” Giunta says. “Who

by it.”

could not look forward to this?”
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touring and testing versions around
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MAHARRY PHOTOGRAPHY

Welcome back!
Join us at the Civic Center for our 2021-22 Masterworks Season.
dmsymphony.org

CUSTOMIZE YOUR SPECIAL EVENT,
LARGE OR INTIMATE, IN ARCHITECTURALLY
STUNNING SPACES
GORGEOUS LOBBY | RESTAURANT WITH A VIEW
220-SEAT THEATER | OPEN AIR COURTYARD
ALL DESIGNED BY THREE MASTER ARCHITECTS
CONTACT gbraga@desmoinesartcenter.org | 515.271.0301
MORE INFORMATION desmoinesartcenter.org/facility-rental

GARDEN PARTY
JUNE 5, 2022

Joinus
for your event
or one of ours.

Don’t miss our

2022

GHOULISH GALA

signature
events!

OCTOBER 15, 2022

Presented by

HOLLY & IVY

Tickets will be
available for purchase at
salisburyhouse.org.

DECEMBER 2 & 3, 2022
Salisbury House & Gardens offers a unique setting for weddings, receptions, social gatherings, holiday
parties, non-profit organizations and businesses. Call us today to schedule a wedding or event tour.

salisburyhouse.org | 515-274-1777 | 4025 Tonawanda Drive Des Moines, IA 50312
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Where family, quality
& style come together
From cozy nights by the ﬁre to full days
of play, Homemakers makes it easy to
create a home you love living in. Shop
our endless selection of comfortable
reclining, pet-friendly fabrics, stylish
accessories and so much more.
Visit our showroom or shop online
with us today!
515-276-2772 • 1-888-818-7283
10215 Douglas Ave • Urbandale, Iowa
50322 Homemakers.com

THE HOUSE OF
CURIOSITIES
Ever since its construction in 1917 for the Henry A. Wallace
family, this South of Grand home has inspired creativity,
personal expression and a sense of wonder. See how the
latest occupants, Libby and Charles Becker, have renovated
and curated spaces with their eclectic, collected look.
WRITER: BETH ESLINGER
PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY
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Libby and Charles Becker collect works by

mirror, a family heirloom. Furniture in the

Iowa artists, including this acrylic by Mary

living room reflects the couple’s design

Kline-Misol, part of her “Alice in

aesthetics: The Eames chair is a nod to

Wonderland” series. She’s the most

Charles’ midcentury modern affinity, while

represented painter in the home. “Buying

the zebra ottoman and velvet mohair sofa

art is an emotional experience for both of

are more traditional pieces from Libby’s

us,” Libby says. “We like to know the artist—

family. Of note, this is the first gas-burning

that plays a key role in our decision-

fireplace in the city of Des Moines and is

making.” Another Des Moines artisan,

original to Henry A. Wallace.

Zachary Bunkers, repaired the gold-leaf
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“IT’S GOT TO HAVE A STORY IF IT’S
COMING IN,” says homeowner Libby Becker of the
furnishings in the 105-year-old house she shares with her
husband, Charles.
Stories are part of the home’s legacy: of super-size
strawberries grown by Henry Wallace; of a Russian
astrologer who provided political advice to the vice
president; of kids rappelling from a rope tied to an attic
radiator and a mystery bullet hole in one of those attic
windows; of toadstools growing in a bathtub—intentionally.
“The energy of this house is free spirit,” Libby says.
Just the fourth owners, the Beckers have carefully

LIBBY
AND
CHARLES
BECKER

renovated the home over the past 22 years, most recently
with a kitchen remodel and several other room upgrades.
That pristine shell has become an ideal vessel for the

On their honeymoon to Austria, they were treated to

Beckers’ extensive display of Iowa artists, antique furniture

a private factory tour complete with warm, fresh candy

and eclectic collectibles—everything from stacks of shells

from one of the machines and a special gift of unique-to-

plucked off a Florida beach to Austrian dirndls to silver

Europe dispensers, an “unbelievable gift,” Libby says.

snail knife rests. And so much more. The home is a fine

That same trip yielded fabrics, dirndls, ceramics, Black

museum of curiosities that reflect the passions, the

Forest antiques and cowbells. Today, the felt hat and red

persistence and the patience of the couple.

neckerchief she wore on the trip tops a frau vase in the

Charles and Libby were both collectors when they met.
“He was very disciplined,” Libby says. “The pieces he had

dining room. “Switzerland and Austria have a strong
influence on us,” she says. “We both have an ancestry link.”

were quality and interesting: African masks and midcentury
modern furniture,” including some Scandinavian case goods.
However, as newlyweds their first joint endeavor was a

THE HUNT IS THE FUN

Libby describes herself as an “undeniable shopper.” She

bit more modest—Pez dispensers. They admired the

looks everywhere, and favorite Des Moines spots include

company’s innovation and practical nature. Plus, the candy

Kitchen Collage, Olson-Larsen Galleries, First Fridays at

containers were budget-friendly.

Mainframe Studios and Indie House.
Continues on page 104
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Adjacent to the living room, the dining room

auction that had closed; she was able to

is a feast for the eyes, featuring artwork by

negotiate the price. Her takeaway:

Argentine artist Mauricio Lasansky and Karen

Persistence pays off. To dress the table,

Chesterman of Sioux City. The Beckers fell in

Libby (co-owner of Special Arrangements)

love with identical Baccarat crystal

mixes high and low, new and old. The red

chandeliers in Paris and in Halls department

gingham tablecloth is fabric store yardage;

store in Kansas City. Through vigilant

she tops it seasonally such as with this

searching, Libby found the piece at an online

cowhide for winter.
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Remodeled in the 1960s, the space
was broken up and darkened by upper
cabinets over the island and additional
cabinets fronting the windows.
Oakwood Builders opened up the
layout by removing cabinetry and
working with a clean, seamless palette.
A 1963 piece by Mauricio Lasansky
adds color and complements the gold
sconces and smaller artwork.
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CURATE YOUR
PERSONAL STYLE
“If you buy what you love and ignore
trends, ultimately your home is a true
reflection to you,” Libby says. Here’s
how she recommends upping your style
game, no matter what your budget.
Study Good Design
Invest in a few favorite coffee table
books that speak your style while also
functioning as home decor. Her three
favorites include “Wanderlust” by
Michelle Nussbaum, “The Way We Live”
by Potter Publishing and “Timeless
Elegance” by David Easton. Pull tear
sheets of favorite looks and file by room.
The lifestyle blogs quintessenceblog.
com and fredericmagazine.com are
other great inspiration sources.
Collect business cards of galleries and
artists for potential purchases. “It’s fun
to look through and prioritize,” she
says. Also look to design magazines
such as Canvas.
Find Your Style Sources
Both high- and low-end sources can
spark ideas. To see the finest, visit
museums and retail stores in larger
cities. In New York, for example,
Bergdorf Goodman and ABC Carpet
& Home are both must-visits for
interesting looks, as are P.O.S.H. and
Jayson Home in Chicago. Scour online
auction sites, flea markets, junk jubilees,
tag sales, antiques shops and your
parents’ and grandparents’ homes.
“Once out of context it’s a different
piece,” Libby says.
Keep a Constant Lookout
Retail giant Target and local favorite
Kitchen Collage provide constant
sources. The underlying principle is that
it needs to fit the look, and often it’s
possible to reinterpret the piece.
A Chinese-inspired garden stool can
become a table centerpiece, for
example; vases of a German couple
become sculpture when topped with
vintage hats and handkerchiefs.
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Left: Custom-made chinoiserie-inspired
cabinets display collections of Majolica and
blue-and-white transferware. Interior lighting
on a dimmer is especially striking at night.
Right page: Adjacent to the side entry, a cozy
sitting area at the end of the kitchen is a top
perching spot for Ranger the bernedoodle.
Striking fixtures from Circa Lighting repeat
other gold tones used in the home and add a
modern touch.

Continued from page 100

She developed her passion from her grandmother,

studied textiles at Miami University in Ohio. “And a really

Mimi Lambertus, a world traveler and collector. Many

good upholsterer is your best friend.” Her pick: Custom

furnishings in the home came from her.

Upholstery in Beaverdale.

But Libby has reinterpreted many of those inherited
pieces. A dresser from her grandmother’s bedroom set, for

The home is in constant motion. Pieces move around.
New finds come in the door, including a recent purchase of

example, is used in the dining room as office storage. The

late-1700s china discovered in Kansas City. “Define what

petticoat table at the upstairs landing serves as a

you have access to and what you can afford,” Libby says,

foundation piece for that area. Antique fur coats drape

noting this complete set was less than $300.

across beds and sofas for winter warmth.
“Keep an open mind,” she says. “And have a
willingness to use in alternative [ways].”
For Libby, there are several constants—specifically
great fabric. “I put my money in fabric once. It hurts
sometimes to buy the fabric I covet,” she says, noting she
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And their grown children have picked up the passion.
“It’s interesting if children grow up in a home that displays
good pieces that are thoughtful and unique and have a
story. They take that with them,” she says.
Perhaps the ultimate compliment: “You definitely know
you hit the mark when the kids say, ‘Dibs on that.’”
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Left page:
A collection of Rowe deer from Austria and
Switzerland—almost all purchased on eBay
from European Curiosities in Austria—accent
the landing’s arch. The mirrored cabinet was
Libby’s grandmother’s and fits perfectly
under the windows. It was used to check her
petticoat hem before leaving the home.
This page clockwise from top left:
Originally the sleeping porch for the entire
Wallace family, the space today is a dream
dressing room. A vintage dresser is an
ideal display vessel for favorite handbags
and jewelry.
A photograph by Des Moines-based
photographer Molly Wood adds a focal point
to an upstairs hall.
Newly remodeled, the guest bedroom
features more family heirlooms, including
a real zebra rug, a secretary and a
needlepoint chair.

n
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HOME
Design Awards
Join us March 8 as we announce the
Gold, Silver and Bronze award winners in
our second annual dsm Home Design
Awards at The Willow on Grand.
Tickets are available for purchase
at dsmhomedesignawards.com.

Scan to learn more and register to attend the
dsm Home Design Awards on March 8.

PRESENTED BY

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

Gilcrest Jewett
Marvin Windows & Doors
Nebraska Furniture Mart - Clive
RE/MAX Concepts
Spectrum Lighting & Interiors
Warners’ Stellian

We're here to help you reach your goals!
I believe the success of my team stems from who each of them
are as individuals. They are passionate, ethical and have a drive
to learn and grow. And like me, they enjoy the daily challenges
and sense of accomplishment that comes with real estate.
Let us know how we can help you!

Contact us TODAY for a
FREE home estimate!
www.HomeTeamIowa.com | 515-599-8807

A Growing Trend
FOR THESE ENTHUSIASTS, HOUSEPLANTS ARE A WAY TO ENLIVEN THEIR
SURROUNDINGS, CONNECT WITH NATURE AND SOOTHE THEIR SOUL.
WRITER: KARLA WALSH PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

Renovation Jungle stocks more than
800 plants, with top sellers including
philodendron, sansevieria, cactus,
ferns, monstera, begonia and ficus.
110 DSM JANUARY FEBRUARY 2022

Shelter-in-place orders spawned a
variety of new hobbies and ways to pass
the time, whether scrubbing floorboards
with a toothbrush or adopting a furry
friend. Some Des Moines residents
developed a newfound or rediscovered
interest in plants, due to the low level of
commitment required, affordable cost,
and the mental and physical benefits
of being surrounded by nature—even
while inside.
“The pandemic drove plant sales
up this past year—one of my
wholesaler’s sales are up 60% from
2019,” says Allie Delaney, owner of
Renovation Jungle just off Ingersoll
Avenue next door to El Patio.
“It’s way more mainstream than it
was when I was binge-watching plant
YouTube channels two to three years
ago and ordering rare cuttings on Etsy,”
she adds. “Now it’s not just 20- to
30-year-old ‘plant nerds’—it’s our
friends, our moms and our siblings
rediscovering houseplants and actually
having success with them.”
On the following pages, find out
more about Delaney and meet Pots and
Shots owner Temeshia Bomato. You’ll
also find a list of local plant shops and
learn how plant lovers across Iowa are
sharing their passion through social
media groups.
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A

Allie Delaney
Renovation Jungle
607 37TH ST. (INSTAGRAM.COM/RENOVATIONJUNGLE)

llie Delaney’s 2,000-square-foot-house

things is in our blood as humans. … Plants can give you a

in the Drake neighborhood is home to

reason to get out of bed on your darkest days.”

more than 325 plants.
They hang from the ceiling, climb

When she first started growing plants, she admits she
didn’t find much success: “I slowly tortured them to their

the walls, crowd the entertainment

ultimate demise since I liked plants but didn’t really care

center, adorn the windowsills. They’re

about them.”

on a bedside table and the back of a

toilet. They’re in the shower.
“I want my house to be lush, and there’s always

another plant I want to add to my collection, Delaney says.
“So I don’t see this changing anytime soon.”
Delaney’s enthusiasm for plants started 10 years ago

Then in 2015, when Delaney bought an older house with
many windows, she realized she might finally have the light
to support their growth. She began to research the ideal
conditions and realized “this is more complicated than just
setting plants wherever they look good and watering
everything once a week,” she says. “Finding out that I was

in college as a way to relieve anxiety. They still serve that

doing things wrong at first is what got me interested. It

purpose. “Plants are one of few things that allow me to turn

wasn’t until I placed things in their correct locations that

my brain off. My customers tell me this too,” says the

things thrived, and I really fell in love with this hobby.”

31-year-old Delaney, who opened Renovation Jungle in
November 2020. “Plant care allows you to stop stressing

So much so that she decided to open a shop. Renovation
Jungle is warm and cozy, with a hint of industrial flair. All of

and focus on something else for a little while. Especially

that combines to offer a welcoming atmosphere that feels

during the pandemic, this was a godsend.”

more like a home than a store, which Delaney says sets the

Indeed, research by NASA, the National Institutes of
Health and academic organizations shows that being

tone for people to relax and feel comfortable asking
questions. Of the more than 800 plants in stock, philodendron,

surrounded by plants reduces stress, improves

sansevieria, cactus, ferns, monstera, begonia and ficus are

concentration and productivity by up to 15%, boosts

consistently among the top sellers, she says.

happiness levels, and can clean indoor air significantly
within just 24 hours.
Each week, Delaney hears from busy mothers,

Delaney emphasizes that people who believe they
don’t have a green thumb shouldn’t let that stop them from
adding plants to their life. “There’s a lot to learn but

physicians, seniors, teens and children who are enjoying

the basics are simple,” she says. “You don’t need to

the connection to nature and the validation of watching

memorize Latin names or download plant apps to keep it

their plants thrive despite sometimes challenging

all straight. Get comfortable killing a few things here

circumstances.
“You are creating and managing your own little world
when you have a plant collection,” she says. “Growing
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and there. You will learn from your mistakes and start to
gain an intuition about plants that makes the hobby all the
more fun and easy.”
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Temeshia Bomato
Pots and Shots
500 UNIVERSITY AVE., SUITE 1101, WEST DES MOINES (FACEBOOK.COM/POTSANDSHOTSIOWA)

t Pots and Shots, you not only can buy

about the mental and physical toll of her nursing career,

succulents, cactuses, spider plants,

she says. A “healer at heart,” she sees Pots and Shots

sansevieria, philodendrons and air

as a way to take care of her well-being by stepping back

plants, but also twists on Moscow

from such a stressful industry and tending to living things

mules, flower-inspired cocktails, plus a

of another species.

selection of high-end whiskeys,
bourbons and scotches.

“I really liked the idea of a plant shop with a drink

aspect,” says owner Temeshia Bomato, who opened the
shop in November. “As a whiskey enthusiast, I wanted
to incorporate a full-service cocktail bar—something
I thought could appeal to men and women alike regardless

of a plant interest.”
Overall, she strives “to bring a slice of paradise and
summer to West Des Moines year-round,” she says,

“Caring for my plants and bringing nature and a
relaxing atmosphere into my home has made a world of
difference in my own mood,” says the 34-year-old Bomato.
“There is nothing that soothes me faster than getting my
fingers in the dirt.”
She now has more than 350 plants at home, including
a large monstera albo that she says is so beautiful it
inspired her to add to her collection. “I found myself
completely consumed with learning about different
houseplants and the current market,” she says.

referring to the warm vibe of the shop. The “pots” portion

She began trading and selling houseplants and

includes a full-service potting bar, plants (naturally), plus

succulent arrangements as a hobby and then started to

pots, soils and pest-control supplies for purchase. The
“shots” can be found at the bar, which is lined by wooden
accents and hanging baskets. Guests can order a drink to
enjoy there, or take it back to the lounge area to watch
sports or play video games.
A registered nurse since 2016, Bomato’s interest in

brainstorm potential business models. A Google search
introduced her to a plant shop that served cocktails in
South Carolina.
So far, despite pandemic-related delays and supply
chain issues that made the launch of Pots and Shots more
difficult than she envisioned, it’s been rewarding to see the

plants grew as she was spending more time at home with

dream become a reality, Bomato says. “The idea of making

her three daughters, Pixi (12), Evie (11) and Indy (4). That

a career and building a business with my family doing

interest helped her come to terms with her true feelings

something that I love—what better job exists?”
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5 More Local Spots to Stock
Up on Houseplants
Besides Renovation Jungle
and Pots and Shots, you can
add to your indoor plant
paradise at these local stores
and garden centers. Some
even offer personalized “plant
styling” if you’re unsure about
what variety might thrive in a
specific setting or how to
keep it alive, so be sure to ask.
Art Terrarium
106 11th St.
artterrarium.com
Petals + Moss
333 E. Grand Ave., Suite 113
instagram.com/petals_and_
moss_dsm
Adina Blooms
1515 S.W. Main St., Suite 105,
Ankeny
adinablooms.com
Ted Lare
2701 Cumming Ave., Cumming
tedsgardens.com
Harvey’s Greenhouse
611 Nile Kinnick Drive S., Adel
harveysinadel.com
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Fauna Fans Get Social
A growing number of plant people

What has been the most rewarding

across Iowa are connecting on social

part about founding this social media

media. In August 2019, Meghan Adam

community—and watching it grow?

of Swisher (19 miles north of Iowa City)

I wanted a spot where Iowa plant lovers

created the Iowa House Plant Lovers

could let their fellow enthusiasts know

group on Facebook after falling in love

about great deals, rare finds and local

with the hobby as she staged her home
prior to its sale. To date, the group has
more than 9,500 members and counting,

businesses that might otherwise fly
MEGHAN
ADAM

posts about a wish list plant, asking if

from the Mississippi to the Missouri.

anyone has seen one anywhere, and

“I can’t tell you how happy it

then someone in the group comments

makes me to see someone post about

that they have one they’re willing to

the adorable little greenhouse with the
great selection they didn’t know existed,

under the radar. I love it when someone

trade. One of my favorite moments
feeling like I’m walking around in a

arose in mid-2021 when someone found

and to see others in the group tagging

jungle or arboretum. I walk underneath

out that Hy-Vee corporate had

each other and making plans to visit,”

one of those big, beautiful leaves and it

accidentally added an extra zero to a

Adam says.

brushes my shoulder like a friend

stock order of snake plants, resulting in

saying hello.

an enormous overstock across the

Besides the mood boost, what else

group, and tons of people ran out to

living community in Iowa City, and

would you say are the biggest benefits

snag some from their local store. That

leading her gypsy-speakeasy band,

of growing houseplants?

is exactly what the group is about.

Vandello, Adam told us about her

Plants are good for everybody, but I

Between watering and tending to
her 30 houseplants, working her day job
as a marketing manager for a senior

state. Someone posted about it in the

growing passion for all things plants—

think they can have a truly profound

and the people who love them.

effect on some people. For those dealing

Iowa House Plant Lovers group?

with loss, boredom, lack of confidence,

Anyone who shops for houseplants in

Who should consider joining your

Tell us about your personal plant

loneliness, anxiety and depression,

Iowa. It’s a great place to find plant

collection.

taking care of a plant and watching it

friends nearby, learn about local finds,

I have around 30 houseplants, plus a

thrive is magical. Certain people can

and also to get tips and tricks from

bunch of cuttings I’m propagating. I’m a

stare at one newly unfurled leaf and feel

people who have a wealth of knowledge

sucker for big tropical plants, and with

an immense sense of calm, happiness

and experience. I’m an enthusiast, but

a home that’s full of high ceilings and

and pride. They’re living things and

by no means an expert, and I love

windows, I’m able to keep them pretty

they’re alive with energy, just like we

seeing people get helpful advice and
encouragement from shop owners,

happy. My favorites would have to be

are. There’s something magical about it.

my bird of paradise plants; I have eight.

I think plants and people feed each

horticulturists and folks who really

My tallest is over 8 feet tall and I love

other’s souls—they definitely feed mine.

know what they’re talking about.

■
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NOWACCEPTING OFFERS

TIMBER KNOLL AT THE PRESERVE
Build your dream home nestled between natural prairie and preserved woodlands. The
Preserve offers a mix of topography, including rolling hills, flat prairie, multiple ponds, and
several lots that back to conservation land. Enjoy the peaceful serenity of a rural homestead
within 5 minutes of countless West Des Moines amenities.

THE PRESERVE ESTATES
PLAT 2
Q:\E-FILES\E-8000\E8265\_C3D Drawings\Base Design Files\Drainage Maps\E8265 DMAP EX.dwg, 2/24/2020 3:51:14 PM, pclausen, 1:1
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4.14
1.15
1.22
1.07
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1.45
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1.06
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0.92
0.59
0.42
0.62
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0.73
0.85
1.07
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0.99
1.13

D = Possible Daylight Lot
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= Possible Walkout Lot

Sale Price
$210,000
$190,000
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$225,000
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www.ThePreserveWDM.com | ThePreserve@KnappProperties.com | 515.223.4000 | A Knapp/Cownie Development

KNAPP KNOWS

Des Moines

Civil Engineering Consultants, Inc.
2400 86th Street . Unit 12 . Des Moines, Iowa 50322
515.276.4884 . mail@ceclac.com

Knapp Properties has a long history of helping
Des Moines develop into the vibrant, successful
metropolis it is today. It’s our business and our
honor. Decades of experience bring knowledge
that can’t be matched. Knapp Knows Des Moines.

Interested in new office space?

Call Knapp Properties today to learn more about our extensive portfolio of office and retail properties,
including up to 20,561 square feet of office space located on Westown Parkway!

5000 Westown Pkwy | West Des Moines
1,149 - 20,561 SF Available

4949 Westown Pkwy | West Des Moines
2,383 - 19,528 SF Available

5500 Westown Pkwy | West Des Moines
6,090 - 17,829 SF Available

5000 Westown Pkwy, Ste 400, West Des Moines, IA 50266 | 515.223.4000 | www.KnappProperties.com
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IMAGE COURTESY OF SUBSTANCE ARCHITECTURE AND GREATER DES MOINES PUBLIC ART FOUNDATION

REVIVAL
OF
THE
‘STREETCAR
SUBURBS’
TARGETED
INVESTMENTS ARE
SPURRING
REVITALIZATION
AND RENEWED
PRIDE IN
DOGTOWN AND
THE PARKS
DISTRICT.
WRITER: BRIANNE SANCHEZ

As part of a Sixth Avenue
public art project, 12 bus
shelters are being installed
along a 1.2-mile corridor from
the Des Moines River bridge
south to I-235. Each shelter
features five glass panels with
a digitally embedded design
created by Barbados-based
artist Sheena Rose.
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Both neighborhoods kept key historical elements over

clanging and clattering, but their legacy

the past century and a half, weathering periods of

lives on in many of the commercial

disinvestment and economic downturn that make them ripe

corridors and surrounding neighborhoods

for revitalization. Now these areas are among four designated

of today. How we get around a city deeply

Special Investment Districts by the city’s partnership with

influences our experience, and

the nonprofit Invest DSM. Grant programs for targeted

contributes to the evolution of a place.
The dozen-plus Des Moines City Railway lines ushered

in a new era for our city, spurring development beyond
downtown into “streetcar suburbs” anchored by colleges

residential and business improvements are meant to spur
structural improvements and enhance pride of place.
“It’s asking, ‘How do we make this [neighborhood] a
place that serves the surrounding community and is a

and churches. Business districts, including Highland Park/

reflection of them?’” says Amber Lynch, executive director

Oak Park and Drake, sprang up alongside new homes built

of Invest DSM. “And then, how does that begin to attract

to accommodate the growing population.

the broader community into experiencing it?”
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PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

D

es Moines’ trolleys have long ceased

Streetscaping along both corridors helps that effort.
Where once electric streetcar cables ran overhead, electric
bicycles (accessible via BCycle rentals or from local shops
like Ichi Bike) offer a boost for anyone who wants to pedal
up the new widened sidewalks along Sixth Avenue. Bike

A mural by Amy Putney Koenig,
at 3707 Sixth Ave., captures
the evolution of the Highland/
Oak Park neighborhood.
Learn more about the artist at
dsmmagazine.com.

lanes from University Avenue around Drake will soon
extend all the way to Waveland.
As a fair-weather e-bike enthusiast, this writer prefers
a two-wheeled approach to urban exploration. Riding puts
me within smiling range of my neighbors and affords a
longer look at the public art popping up along pathways.
A quick spin through these neighborhoods highlights how
they seek to retain their character, but welcome new
spaces and faces of leadership in our ever-evolving city.
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DOGTOWN

neighborhood; his father opened the Halal grocery on 25th

Drake University improvements continue to energize

Street two decades ago. Umar was a home-based caterer

investments in the neighborhood, and the university in

whose clients were always encouraging her to open a

October announced a $225 million campaign that indicates

restaurant, and Salah’s family had supplied her with spices.

it’s just getting started. The newly constructed Tom and

When Fernando’s Mexican Grill moved to a new space down

Ruth Harkin Center, a model of universal design for

the street, they jumped at the opportunity to collaborate.

accessibility and inclusion, is among recent builds. Drake’s
new community clinic, in partnership with Broadlawns
Medical Center, will soon emerge as a neighbor on the

“I feel like [the Drake neighborhood] is the heart of
town, especially because of its diversity,” Salah says.
“When we first moved to the U.S., we moved here.” (Umar is

western side of campus, while new hotels and mixed-use

Ethiopian and Salah is Somali/Yemeni by way of Egypt.)

developments are springing up on the eastern edge.

The two take pride in their bright and welcoming

Merge Urban Development Group has big plans for
constructing five-story apartment buildings that nod to
Drake’s midcentury architecture as part of a $63 million

atmosphere, which has become popular with Drake
students and area families.
The Full Court Press restaurant group also embraces

plan for four acres fronting University Avenue and 25th

the location. Their Lucky Horse Beer & Burgers now

Street. The mixed-use project will wrap around the

occupies an 1887 brick building. The Neighborhood

revitalized Varsity Cinema, an initiative driven by the Des

Development Corp. invested some $700,000 in refurbishing

Moines Film Society to continue the legacy of the historic

the building, which also houses the nonprofit’s office. And

art house cinema. Screens are set to brighten again this

it’s not the only historic structure getting a new lease on life.

spring, according to Ben Godar, the group’s executive
director. He says the chance to rescue the historic building

XBK EXPANSION

drew the group to Dogtown, but being part of a

The owner of neighboring music venue xBk recently

neighborhood on the rise adds a layer of benefit.
“We’re part of a newly reinvigorated part of the

purchased the adjacent former firehouse building (circa
1890), with plans for a cocktail and wine bar in the space.

community, but one that has a rich history,” Godar says,

Tobi Parks says their concept will extend the gritty-yet-

adding that cinema’s goal is to create a reciprocal

refined “Brooklyn expat” vibe of xBk, with a patio linking

relationship where people coming to see a movie stick

the two by spring or summer.

around and support the business district.

“There’s a real opportunity to create a vital
entertainment district outside of the downtown area that

DIVERSE DINING

can be unique and interesting,” Parks says, citing the

Dogtown boasts a number of dining destinations, with food

proximity to Lefty’s Live Music and the Varsity Cinema as

from nearly every continent represented among the

additional destinations. For her, revitalization is about

restaurants here. From Dough Co. Pizza (with a 26-inch pie

creating layers of arts and culture that enhance the area

that barely fits through the door) to neighborhood mainstay

without pushing anyone out.

Mars Cafe to the new Ethiopian spot Gursha Ethiopian Grill,
business owners here are a diverse, tightknit group.
Salah Salah, who opened Gursha in January 2021 with
his business partner and head chef Safia Umar, recalls

Even the former First Christian Church, whose original
congregation helped found Drake University, has been
rechristened. It continues to be a house of worship, now
as HOPE + Elim, formed as a merger between the

receiving cards and gifts from neighboring eateries.

historically Black Elim Christian Fellowship and Lutheran

Although the restaurant is new, Salah has deep roots in the

Church of Hope.
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SAFIA
UMAR,
SALAH
SALAH

DOGTOWN

LUCKY
HORSE
BEER &
BURGERS

ARCHITECTURAL RENDERING BY RDG PLANNING & DESIGN. PHOTOGRAPHER: DUANE TINKEY

RENDERING OF THE
VARSITY THEATER
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HILAND
BAKERY

DES MOINES
MERCANTILE

RENDERING OF
CENTER @ SIXTH
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HIGHLAND/OAK PARK

CONNECTED BY
COMMUNITY-BUILDERS
Pedaling north on 25th Street toward Forest Avenue takes

traffic on Euclid [and] fundraising for what is now the
Riverview Park and Amphitheater,” Lynch says. “There is
this kind of energy that was foundational for us to say,

you past the new Gregory & Suzie Glazer Burt Boys & Girls

‘There’s a seed there that’s already been planted that we

Club, with its vibrant mural a celebration of the multicultural

can build on.’”

nature of the neighborhood. As you cruise down Forest

In some cases, the building is literal. The organization

toward Sixth Avenue, you go past a number of other

joined Neighborhood Development Corp. in supporting the

agencies central to area families.

$1.4 million renovation of Chuck’s Restaurant, which will

Urban Dreams is currently at the corner of Forest and
Sixth, though it plans to move to bigger facility on Second

keep the Italian American cornerstone (established in 1956)
up to code and refurbish upstairs apartments.

Avenue later this year. At Sixth and College, Good Vibes
Movement hosts yoga, youth programming, community

REIMAGINED SPACES

gardening and more.

Other area storefront facades got face-lifts, too.

Affordable housing nonprofits like HOME Inc. and the
Neighborhood Finance Corp. are also headquartered within

Des Moines Mercantile, a charming purveyor of handcrafted
and heirloom-quality home goods, is among them. And

the 6th Avenue Corridor Main Street District, with new

new owners are carrying on the tradition of Hiland Bakery

developments on the rise, such as the proposed $10 million

destination-worthy doughnuts, with the addition of dine-in

Center @ Sixth, which would include 32 apartments, a

and sidewalk seating. The Slow Down Coffee Co., opened

business incubator and commercial space that includes a

by Drew and Kara Kelso, replaced Bill Wheeler’s longtime

whiskey tasting room for Ziyad, a Black-owned small-batch

neighborhood hardware store with a communal space

label by Marquas Ashworth.

steeped in community building.
“We retain a lot of history in the space,” says Kelso,

THE PARKS DISTRICT

whose path to business ownership began when he got

Neighborhood pride also is on the rise in Highland Park

involved in the local neighborhood association. “If you’re

and Oak Park—often referred to as the Parks District—

looking at our logo, we have continuity with the roses that

thanks to the momentum created by a new generation of

were on this floor from the hardware store. We left the floor,

community champions. Their enthusiasm is catching the

we built Bill’s checkout counter into our new register.

attention of developers, who are banking on improvements

There’s so much pride in this neighborhood of that history,

being contagious.

but we knew that a hardware store wasn’t meeting a need,

“When we were selecting these places [as Special
Investment Districts], it was a combination of factors,”

but a coffee shop could.”
Pop-up events bring extra bustle to the neighborhood.

Lynch says. A mix of data analysis and relationship building

In summer, artisans and small-scale farmers set up

determined which areas were ripe for reinvestment.

shop outside the Mercantile. Last winter, a decorated

Hyperlocal leadership is key, whether it comes through

vintage truck provided a Hallmark movie vibe for holiday

neighborhood associations, local business owners or other

card photo shoots.

motivated residents.
“In Highland Park/Oak Park, leaders had begun to
emerge and fight for things like the street redesign to calm

“I’m just excited about [Highland Park] turning into
a neighborhood like ones I’ve been visiting in the last five
years in my travels,” says Rudy Rodriguez, who opened
Continues on page 130
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Top to bottom:
A rendering of the small
park and streetcar
installed near the
entrance to Waveland
Golf Course on University.
A glass panel, designed
by artist Sheena Rose,
that will be a part of the
bus shelter project along
Sixth Avenue.
A sidewalk mural by
artist-in-residency
Eleanor Kahn in the Drake
neighborhood.

END OF THE LINE

ART ON THE ROUTE

This spring, the Des Moines

New, artful bus stops being

Historical Society, the

installed along both the

Waveland Park Neighborhood

University Avenue and Sixth

Association, and Des Moines

Avenue corridors inspire

Streetcar Friends will realize a

another reason to opt for

dream to commemorate and

multimodal transport.

preserve the former streetcar

Designs by internationally

turnaround on University

recognized contemporary

Avenue near the entrance to

artist Sheena Rose of

Waveland Golf Course. Plans

Barbados will adorn the

for the small park include a

glass panels of a dozen bus

streetcar sculptural element

shelters along Sixth Avenue.

and benches and signage

(At press time, construction

educating on the history of the

was beginning on the

streetcar system.

installation.) And in the
Drake neighborhood, playful
sidewalk murals by artist-inresidency Eleanor Kahn tie
residential blocks to the
Dogtown business district
with a theme that asks,
“What’s for Dinner?”
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GLASS PANEL IMAGE COURTESY SUBSTANCE ARCHITECTURE AND GREATER DES MOINES PUBLIC ART FOUNDATION. ARCHITECTURAL RENDERING BY SHIVE-HATTERY ARCHITECTURE + ENGINEERING

sculpture that will be

BRING YOUR
VISION TO US
The experts at Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery are here
to help create a home that’s as extraordinary as you are.
Any project, any style, any dream—bring your inspiration to
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery. Visit build.com/ferguson
to schedule your personalized showroom experience today.

YOUR LOCAL SHOWROOMS:
DES MOINES

©2021 Ferguson Enterprises LLC 1121 3473393

Perfect Steam

A vintage postcard depicts the former
Highland Park College, which opened in 1890
and spurred initial development in the area.

Continued from page 127

Tesoro Casegoods and Oddities in a
Euclid storefront in 2019 after moving
back to the area from California. He
ships Danish Modern furniture
globally and likens the transformation
to the trajectory of Midtown-Westport
in Kansas City.
“I can’t wait for the kids walking
by now that it’s safe on Euclid,” he
says. “I just can’t wait until it’s back
to the way it was when old-timers tell
me there was a trolley there.”
The new business owners on the
block are quick to credit Wheeler, the
owner of Bill’s Window and Screen
Repair, as a leader whose longtime
advocacy paved the way for projects
like theirs. Momentum continues to
HISTORY AND HERITAGE

snowball, with Conner Delaney’s

Both Highland Park/Oak Park and Drake

with the downtown architecture of its

anticipated restaurant and brewery

play a rich role in the city’s history.

day, provided a strong foundation for

going into the former French Way

current revitalization efforts.

Cleaners, and Joe Cordaro of

North of the Capitol, a local
business syndicate opened Highland

Drake University was founded in

Park College in 1890 (on what is now

1881, and many of the neighborhood’s

the site of Park Fair Mall), spurring

large Victorian-era homes once

development in the area. Boasting its

boarded students and faculty. Among

own bank and post office, the Parks

the early amenities was the Varsity

District became a self-sufficient one-

Theater, converted from a Coca-Cola

stop shop, accessible via interurban

bottling plant to a single screen in 1938.

trolley lines, which crossed the river and
climbed up Second and Sixth avenues.
Attractions like the Des Moines

The district earned the nickname

Benchmark Real Estate Group
revamping the historic brick retail and
apartment buildings on the southern
corner of Euclid and Sixth.
Reimagined spaces are bringing
the district back to life. On a chilly fall
evening, guests at the opening of the

Dogtown in the 1940s, coined by the

Re/Max Precision Urban Office on

Times-Delphic student newspaper.

Sixth Avenue mill around a bright,

Zoological Gardens (later the site of

Spectators and competitors alike have

modern space with picture windows

Riverview Amusement Park) helped

flocked to the district since the

all along the east wall. Realtor Sara

popularize the area, which holds as a

inaugural Drake Relays in 1910. While a

Hopkins and a team took the vacant

claim to fame hosting one of the world’s

new stadium is springing up on the east
side of the Knapp Center on Forest

building across from Linn’s Super

first nighttime baseball games played
under lights (on the site of modern-day

Avenue to accommodate a mix of

North High School’s stadium).

Des Moines Public Schools and Drake

Construction of substantial and well-

athletic events, the original 1925 Drake

designed buildings along Euclid, on par

Stadium will remain.

Market through a nine-month
transformation, with the vision to
create a collaborative, boutique real
estate brokerage.
Hopkins, who grew up in the
area, sees incredible potential here,

Sources: “From Keokuk On: The History of the Cottage Grove Area,” published in 1982 by the Drake
Neighborhood Association.
“The Streetcar Suburbs: A History of Highland Park, Oak Park, and the Parks District of Des Moines, Iowa
1888-1998,” by James E. Jacobsen, 2020 re-issue by Parks Area Foundation.
Postcard image from the blog collegeonthenorthside.wordpress.com.

where affordability meets walkability.
“I wanted something that was
immersed in a community,” she says.
“At the end of the day, the lifeblood of
a city is the neighborhoods.”
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I am a vice president.
A volunteer. I know 12
ways to wear a scarf and
I can check profit and loss
statements in my sleep.
I rock heels. Running shoes.
And pink fuzzy slippers.

I’M A MOM.
NOT A WINDOW / DOOR /
CABINET / COUNTERTOP /
FLOORING EXPERT.

When I want to update a
room in my house I need
someone who is honest and
smart. Someone who knows
exactly what I need. Not too
pricey. Definitely not cheap.
Just perfect.

VISIT A GILCREST/JEWETT
IDEA CENTER NEAR YOU:
WAUKEE / ALTOONA / CORALVILLE / MARION

CABINETS + COUNTERTOPS / FLOOR COVERING / PATIO DECKS / WINDOWS + DOORS / SIDING / ROOFING / BUILDING MATERIALS / TRUSSES + HOME PLANS

WE PROUDLY CARRY:

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS SINCE 1856.

www.GilcrestJewett.com

B U I L D I T • S E L L I T/ B U Y I T • D E S I G N I T

For more home visionaries, check out our dsm Dream It Do It section.
dsmmagazine.com/dsmhome-dreamitdoitguide/

R E M O D E L I T • R E F R E S H I T • L A N D S CA PE I T

HOME
Design Awards
Congratulations to the finalists of the
dsm Home Design Awards. In a blind
review process, a panel of expert judges
selected the following projects.
Gold, Silver and Bronze honorees
will be noted in the March/April issue
of dsm magazine and announced
at the dsm Home Design Awards
on March 8.

SEE PAGE 195 FOR DETAILS ABOUT THE
DSM HOME DESIGN AWARDS EVENT ON MARCH 8.
VIEW ALL FINALISTS AT DSMHOMEDESIGNAWARDS.COM

Congratulations to the dsm Home Design Awards finalists. Gold, Silver and
Bronze winners will be announced at the March 8 dsm Home Design Awards.
Tickets are available for purchase on dsmmagazine.com.
INTERIORS
Bath: Elizabeth Erin Designs • Kimberley Development Corporation • Teal Creek Homes
Dining Room: Kimberley Development Corporation • Meghan Blum Interiors •
Silent Rivers Design+Build • The Elements at Prairie Trail
Large Kitchen: Black Birch Homes and Design • Cabinets by Design • Morris Lare •
Projects Contemporary Furniture • Silent Rivers Design+Build
Living Room: Elizabeth Erin Designs • Projects Contemporary Furniture • Room Service Distinctive Interiors
Nursery or Children’s Room: Eden & Gray Design Build • Liz Lidgett Gallery and Design
Primary Suite: Room Service Distinctive Interiors • The Elements at Prairie Trail • Zenith Design + Build
Small Kitchen: Alt Design Studio • Eden & Gray Design Build • Kimberley Development Corporation •
Silent Rivers Design+Build
Specialty Room – Entertaining: Cabinets by Design • Grand Homes & Renovations •
Kimberley Development Corporation • The Elements at Prairie Trail
Specialty Room – Utility: Eden & Gray Design Build • Elizabeth Erin Designs •
Kimberley Development Corporation

EXTERIORS
Deck/Patio/Porch: Design 2 Build • Eden & Gray Design Build • Red Fern Landscape Design
Exterior Home Makeover: Elizabeth Erin Designs • Grand Homes & Renovations • Sharp Assets •
Zenith Design + Build
Garden Design: K&V Homes • Plant Life Designs • Red Fern Landscape Design
Landscape/Hardscape: Genus Landscape Architects • K&V Homes • Red Fern Landscape Design

HOMES
Contemporary Architecture: Imprint Architects • Sage Homes • Substance Architecture
Historic Renovation or Restoration: Alt Design Studio • Sharp Assets • Zenith Design + Build
Room Remodel/Before & After: K. Renee Home • K&V Homes • Michelle Pulver Designs
Traditional Architecture: K&V Homes • Teal Creek Homes • Zenith Design + Build
Vacation Home: K. Renee Home • R. Cartwright Design • Substance Architecture

D E TA I L S
Best Use of Materials: Design 2 Build • Elizabeth Erin Designs • Zenith Design + Build
Flooring: Barnum Floors • Remodeling Contractors
Interior Lighting: Design 2 Build • Meghan Blum Interiors • Remodeling Contractors
Organization: Closets/Pantries/Garage and More: K&V Homes* • Teal Creek Homes

* PLACED TWICE IN THE CATEGORY

Join us on March 8 as we announce the Gold, Silver and Bronze award winners in our
second annual dsm Home Design Awards celebration presented by Community State Bank.
The dsm Home Design Awards finalists were selected by a panel of eight judges who are
experts in the fields of art, interior design, architecture and more. The process was blind—
meaning none of the judges knew who was behind each project. The panel includes:

KIM AUGSPURGER is president and owner of Saxton, a commercial interior company that creates spaces
for the health care industry, senior living centers, workplaces and schools. Kim was named a Woman of
Influence--Woman Business Owner of the Year 2014 by the Business Record. She has served on the boards
of the Iowa Architectural Foundation and the Greater Des Moines Partnership, among others.

JEFF FLEMING has served as director of the Des Moines Art Center since 2005. Over the past 17 years, he
has focused on engaging diverse communities and presenting the first one-person shows in the country
featuring emerging international artists. In 2009, Jeff, in collaboration with the City of Des Moines,
spearheaded the John and Mary Pappajohn Sculpture Park. Art and Living magazine recently named him one
of 11 innovative museum directors in the United States.
JAE HWA LEE, PH.D., is an assistant professor at Iowa State University in the Department of Interior Design.
She teaches undergraduate courses including fundamentals of interior design as well as graduate seminars
focusing on environment-behavior research methods. She has received awards from the Interior Design
Educators Council and the Environmental Design Research Association.

ANGELA JACKSON is an attorney and the senior vice president of diversity, equity and inclusion at Athene.
She’s also the owner of the Great Frame Up in West Des Moines, an art gallery and custom framing business.
Angela serves on the boards of the Des Moines Arts Festival and West Des Moines Chamber; she is also an
honorary board member of Des Moines Performing Arts.

STEPHEN ORR is the editor-in-chief of Better Homes and Gardens and vice president, group editorial director
at Meredith Corp. He shares his love of home design, cooking and gardening with over 40 million readers in
print and digital media. Previously he was the executive editor at Condé Nast Traveler and editorial director at
Martha Stewart Living. He’s authored two gardening books.

NEIL WARD is an associate professor of graphic design at Drake University. He enjoys midcentury architecture,
furnishings and automobile design and has created a series of silkscreen prints inspired by the period’s
geometry, style and patterns. When not teaching, he enjoys bicycling and shopping at vintage stores.

ROB WHITEHEAD, AIA, LEED AP, is a registered architect and a professor of architecture at Iowa State
University. He's lived and practiced in Des Moines for more than 25 years, and has remodeled a number of
historical homes. His teaching focuses on architectural design, building structures and design-build projects;
his research looks at the construction history of innovative midcentury structures.

CONNIE WIMER is the owner and chairman of Business Publications Corp. and the founder of dsm magazine.
She is also the founder of Winefest and was the first woman to receive the Business Hall of Fame Award.
Connie has served on numerous boards and has received a number of awards, including the lifetime
achievement award from the City/Regional Magazine Association for her contributions to the industry.

Scan for more information about the dsm Home Design Awards event on March 8.

BARNUM FLOORS

9460 Swanson Blvd | Des Moines, IA 50325 | www.barnumfloors.com | 515-270-2211

MEET OUR

MORTGAGE PROFESSIONALS
PURCHASE • REFINANCE • CONSTRUCTION

Paul
TeKippe

Sonya
Wingfield

Kurt
Backes

Brekken
Klomstad

Scott
Langenberg

Angela
Timp

Mike
Ward

Amy
Smith

Patrick
St. John

Urbandale
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W. Des Moines

Clive
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#1 MORTGAGE LENDER IN IOWA
All loans subject
to approval.
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GreenStateMortgage.org

EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY

Helping you through all
of life’s transitions,
big or small

Did You Know...
THERE IS A
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
IN EACH COUNTY IN IOWA?

To find your local community
foundation or learn more about
Endow Iowa Tax Credits, please visit
our website or contact us:

4549 Delaware
Des Moines, IA
515-265-8161
www.lintvanlines.com

www.IowaCommunityFoundations.org
info@iowacounciloffoundations.org
(515) 989-1188

IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS ...
T H AT M A K E A
DIFFERENCE

big

Spectrum Lighting and Interiors offers the largest selection in lighting, ceiling fans, lamps and lampshades,
artwork and mirrors for your residential or commercial lighting projects. We also offer complete fixture
repair and restoration services. Visit our beautiful remodeled showroom to bring your vision to light.

(515) 276-5088 | spectrumlighting.biz
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GIVING CITY

WRITER: ANDREA LOVE

going to be a long process, and we’re
just getting started.”

To address the problem, Capital
Crossroads has launched a new

Appelgate says Des Moines and its
suburbs need to ensure housing is

initiative called “Housing Tomorrow:

available near job centers as well as

Here We Grow” with the goal of

offer housing options that reflect the

increasing affordable housing through

job mix and income levels, ranging from

regional collaboration. The director of

minimum-wage positions to high-paying

Capital Crossroads, Britney Appelgate,

professions. In addition, Appelgate says

Greater Des Moines will add 150,000

says conversations with the city of

communities need to avoid repeating

new jobs and 84,000 new households

Des Moines and the initiative’s partners,

the mistakes that led to past inequities.

by 2038, according to a 2019 study by

including the Polk County Housing

the Virginia Center for Housing

Trust Fund, the Des Moines Area

“We know from the work of Polk
County Housing Trust Fund around

Research. As exciting as growth may

Metropolitan Planning Organization, the

redlining that communities have had

be for the economy, many of these new

Des Moines Area Regional Transit

systemic issues with unequal housing,”

employees won’t be able to afford a

Authority and others, will help the metro

Appelgate explains. “We don’t want to

home to live in—unless action is taken

area identify areas for improvement and

follow those old patterns, and we need

now to address the problem.

work on realistic solutions, all of which

to be intentional about reversing past

will take time and intentional efforts.

choices.”

“We know that a lot of folks we’ll
be welcoming in that workforce are

“One community can’t do this on

going to have wages below $75,000 per

their own; it has to be a regional effort,”

year,” says Matt Hauge, director of

Appelgate says. “We imagine this is

Appelgate and Hauge both say
there is a huge opportunity for a public
awareness component around who
“needs” affordable housing.

communications and outreach for the

“I think people have a stereotype

Polk County Housing Trust Fund.

in their mind when they think of

Most of the new employment
opportunities are predicted to be in the

affordable housing,” Hauge says.

service and caretaking industries, such

“Workforce housing is for

as restaurant and retail workers, child

everyone. It’s for your son or

care providers and home health aides,

daughter who just graduated and
needs a place to live while

“essential workers and jobs that we

making $35,000. It’s child

depend on every day,” Hauge says.

care workers. It’s people

CZB, a Virginia-based planning

who make your coffee in

and community development firm,
analyzed the Des Moines region’s

the morning. … People

ability to manage the projected influx of

who work in our

new jobs and reported that as of now,

communities ought to be
able to live here.”

“Any household earning less than

For more

$35,000 per year, or $16.50 per hour at

information on the “Here

full-time for a single earner, cannot
afford the median rent in the region,”
which is about $900 a month for a two-
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We Grow” initiative, visit
MATT
HAUGE

BRITNEY
APPELGATE

herewegrow.city.
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GROWING
AFFORDABLE
HOUSING

bedroom apartment. Minimum wage in
Iowa is $7.25 per hour.

MORE

With the guidance of expert faculty and
staff, our students craft an experience that
is as individual as they are and prepare for
lives and careers that matter.
grinnell.edu

WEALTH

WEALTH
This twice-a-month newsletter is
comprised of highly curated content
for individuals interested in giving,
saving, investing and spending money.
Subscribe now and stay up to date on
the latest trends.
To learn more about advertising, please contact
emilyschultz@bpcdm.com.

SCAN TO SUBSCRIBE

- SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION -

FIGURES
IN FINANCE
Meet the metro’s top experts
in the financial industry.

- SPONSORED CONTENT SECTION -

FIGURES IN FINANCE

MERKLE RETIREMENT PLANNING
Q: WHAT IS A COMMON MISTAKE PEOPLE MAKE WHEN SAVING

to 10 years from retirement. At that point, we can start implementing

FOR RETIREMENT?

income, investment, and tax planning strategies that maximize the

A: They don’t have a plan. They do all the hard work of saving and

remainder of their working years and set them up for that transition to

investing, but don’t have a plan for spending their hard-earned money.

the retirement phase.

A written retirement plan should show you how your money will last
you until age 100, but it’s not just a plan for your money. It’s a plan for
paying taxes in the most efficient way, paying for health care and longterm care if you should need it, continuing to grow your money, and
how you will fulfill any ambitions you have to leave money to loved ones
or charity.

Q: HOW CAN PEOPLE PLAN FOR PERIODS OF MARKET
VOLATILITY?
A: Your retirement plan should be constructed in a way that you
understand the amount of risk you are taking and how market
movements could impact your retirement savings. Once your risk
aligns with your goals, then you can build your plan to take the

Q: WHEN SHOULD YOU START PLANNING FOR RETIREMENT?

appropriate amount of risk in the stock market while having some of

A: We typically meet with families and individuals when they are five

your retirement savings in low-risk or even safe investments.

1 8 6 0 S E P R I N C E T O N D R , G R I M E S , I O W A 5 0 111 | 5 15 - 2 7 8 -1 0 0 6 | W W W. M E R K L E R E T I R E M E N T P L A N N I N G . C O M
Investment Advisory Services offered through Elite Retirement Planning, LLC. Insurance Services offered through MRP Insurance, LLC.
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FIGURES IN FINANCE: JOHN RATHJEN

REGIONAL PRESIDENT
Q: HOW CAN PEOPLE PLAN FOR PERIODS OF MARKET

Q: WHEN IS IT OK TO FINANCE A PURCHASE THROUGH DEBT?

VOLATILITY?

A: As long as a client has an adequate down payment and can afford

A: I always tell my clients there are four easy ways to prepare for

to purchase a product, it is okay to finance a purchase through debt.

market volatility:

It’s recommended not to finance when your overall debt ratio is over

• Understand and consider financial risks the future may hold.

40% of your total income.

• Build a strong relationship with a financial advisor.

Q: HOW SHOULD I APPROACH PAYING DOWN DEBT?

• Continue to build adequate savings that will withstand vulnerable

A: Be disciplined by paying off your credit card debt first then focus on

periods in your life.

paying off any consumer debt such as auto or home loans. If there is

• Diversify your savings.

room in your budget, consider accelerating debt payments by making

Q: WHAT ARE SOME RULES FOR MONTHLY SAVING?
A: Work toward saving at least six months of incoming monthly

a double payment. An extra payment here or there can consolidate
your debt faster over time.

expenses and then building up to save at least 10% of your net
income. Track what you spend every month and create a budget to
see if there’s money to put toward your savings goal.
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Jeff Miller
APMA®, ChFC ®, CLU ®
Private Wealth Advisor

Deniz Franke
CFP ®, APMA®, CLTC ®
Private Wealth Advisor

FIGURES IN FINANCE: FRANKE MILLER GROUP

PRIVATE WEALTH ADVISORS
Q: WHAT ARE COMMON MISTAKES PEOPLE MAKE WHEN

established, look at increasing the amount whenever you receive a

PLANNING THEIR ESTATE?

pay raise or after you have paid off a debt (i.e. increase your 401K

A: Something we catch all the time with our clients is their wishes in

contribution 1% every year). Also, look at treating these accounts as

their wills or trusts do not match the beneficiary designations they may

long-term investments, not funds to be used for an emergency or

have on their investment accounts. Estate planning is a critical step we

short-term gratification, like a vacation.

review annually so these issues don’t cause major complications for an
estate settlement.

Q: WHAT ARE SOME EASY WAYS I CAN SAVE MORE PER
MONTH?

Q: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE TRIED-AND-TRUE PIECES OF

A: Take your loose change, dollars or coins, and put them into a piggy

ADVICE YOU HAVE FOR SAVING FOR RETIREMENT?

bank. Once your piggy bank is full, take it in and deposit into your

A: The best roadmap for a comfortable retirement is to pay yourself

savings account. You’ll surprised by how much you have put away

first. Maintaining that discipline over long periods of time is a key to

over a period of time. From that savings, you could take it and apply it

your financial success. Once those contribution amounts have been

towards a debt or investment account.

2600 WESTOWN PKW Y STE. 210, WEST DES MOINES, IA 50266
515 -3 0 9 - 0 0 4 3 | W W W. AMERIPRISE ADVISORS.COM / TE AM / FR ANKE-MILLER-GROUP
This is a paid advertisement. Franke Miller Group, a private wealth advisory practice of Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. The Compass is a trademark of Ameriprise Financial, Inc. This information is being provided only as a general
source of information and is not intended to be the primary basis for investment decisions. It should not be construed as advice designed to meet the particular needs of an individual investor. Please seek the advice of a financial
advisor regarding your particular financial concerns. Consult with your tax advisor or attorney regarding specific tax issues. Ameriprise Financial cannot guarantee future financial results. Investment advisory products and services are
made available through Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC, a registered investment adviser. Ameriprise Financial Services, LLC. Member FINRA and SIPC. © 2021 Ameriprise Financial, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Jed Gammell
18+ Years of Experience

FIGURES IN FINANCE: JED GAMMELL

VICE PRESIDENT, INSURANCE
Q: HOW CAN BUSINESS OWNERS PLAN FOR PERIODS OF

Q: WHAT COMMON MISTAKES DO YOU SEE BUSINESS OWNERS

INSURANCE MARKET VOLATILITY?

MAKE WHEN MOVING THROUGH THE INSURANCE PURCHASE

A: Risk management costs are inclusive not only of your annual

PROCESS?

premiums, but out of pocket expenses such as deductibles

A: They skip over the critical importance of applying expertise via direct

and uncovered or self-insured claims. It’s critical to control the

conversations about risk to their businesses, and instead focus most of

controllables—claims are a significant driver of long-term costs.

their attention on premium cost. Annual premium is an important factor,

But having smart conversations about transferring risk to an

but decision makers create unnecessary exposure to their bottom line

insurance carrier via the appropriate acquisition of coverage is

by focusing too much attention here. The question needs to continually

critical to keeping out-of-pocket expenses to a minimum.

be asked, “Where is the risk coming from?”

Q: WHAT ACTIONS SHOULD I BE TAKING EVERY MONTH AS

Q: WHAT IS THE SINGLE BEST PIECE OF ADVICE YOU

A BUSINESS OWNER TO REDUCE CLAIMS?

COULD GIVE TO BUSINESS OWNERS RELATED TO THEIR

A: Once you’ve engineered-in safety to your daily activities, the

INSURANCE NEEDS?

single greatest asset to reducing claims is a top-down buy-in and

A: Find a broker partner you trust with your insurance related needs,

regular discussions about your organization’s commitment to a

empower them to manage the insurance process on your behalf, ask for

safe work environment.

them to validate the advice they provide, and the results will follow.
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FIGURES IN FINANCE: DARCY STROINSKI *

FIGURES IN FINANCE: CODY PRIBBLE

FINANCIAL ADVISOR

BRANCH MANAGER

Q: WHAT DO I DO WITH MY EMPLOYER PLAN ONCE I RETIRE?

Q: WHAT ACTIONS SHOULD I BE TAKING EVERY MONTH WITH

A: You may be able to leave it in the group plan, which is likely the most

MY FINANCES?

cost-effective option but might limit you to investment and withdrawal

A: The first advice I always give is to pay yourself first. Setting

options specific to the plan. If you cash out your plan, the entire

aside funds for a rainy day can always alleviate pressure when the

amount is taxed as regular income with a 10% penalty before 59 1/2.

unexpected happens. I recommend reviewing your statements to

You can also rollover funds to an IRA or your current group plan that

determine how much you are able to set aside.

may provide more flexibility.

Q: HOW CAN I PAY DOWN MY DEBT FASTER?

Q: HOW CAN I AVOID THE MOST COMMON WORRY IN

A: Taking the time to review and compare interest rates on your

RETIREMENT?

credit cards can make a massive difference. Many credit cards may

A: When thinking about retirement you may find yourself facing a

offer a low introductory rate, but which ones increase beyond your

common fear: running out of money. You can help avoid this feeling by

affordability? A balance transfer from your high interest card to a lower

planning and working with a financial advisor. You want to be confident

interest solution may be your best bet.

in your retirement plans and when the time comes, your decision to
retire. Sound planning means you should live more—and worry less!

Q: WHEN IS IT OK TO FINANCE A PURCHASE THROUGH DEBT?
A: When financing a purchase through debt, think about which
purchases could become an asset. For example, buying a home may
be a large financed purchase, but this debt can easily become your
best asset.

8 1 7 N . A N K E N Y B L V D . , A N K E N Y, I A 5 0 0 2 3
5 15 - 2 5 2 -12 7 7 | W W W. B A N KC S B . C O M / F I N A N C I A L - A D V I C E
*Registered representative of and securities and investment advisory services offered through Cetera
Advisor Networks LLC. Member FINRA/SIPC, a BrokerDealer and a Registered Investment Advisor.
CSB Financial Advisors and Cetera Advisors Networks LLC are not affiliated. Investments are not
FDIC Insured. Not insured by any Federal Government Agency. Not a deposit. Not guaranteed
by the bank. May go down in value. All investing involves risk, including the possible loss of
principal. There is no assurance that any investment strategy will be successful. 515-331-3100
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Nelson Nwanganga and Olya Barnes at the Ghoulish Gala.
Turn to page 150 for more photos.

How to Submit Party Photos
Want your event pics in dsm? You’ll find submission details on our website, dsmMagazine.com. But remember, we need
your accurate input. For example, please make sure to provide the proper spellings of the names of all the people pictured.
And please provide a phone number and an email address of a contact person in case we get confused. It happens.
Please note that by uploading/submitting photos, you are acknowledging you own the photo rights and grant Business Publications Corporation Inc.
the right to publish the photos in its print and online publications.
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Linda Carter-Lewis, Bob Riley

Trudy Holman Hurd, Dwight Jackson

Rob Denson, Don and Charlene Lamberti

Connie Bever, Suku Radia, Lynne Yontz

DSM SAGES OVER 70
Organization: dsm magazine
Date: Nov. 4, 2021
Venue: Sheraton West Des Moines
Main Attraction: A large and lively A-list crowd joined
dsm and the Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines
to celebrate this year’s Sages, whose humor, grace and
wisdom made the evening memorable. The honorees: Linda
Carter-Lewis, Harlan “Bud” Hockenberg, Trudy Holman
Hurd, Dwight Jackson, Charlene and Don Lamberti, Suku
Radia, and Bob Riley.
Photographer: Duane Tinkey
Gov. Terry Branstad, Marni Hockenberg, Bud Hockenberg
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Robert, Cassie, Giana and Jordan Haege

Jonathan Dowie, Brandon Seawel

GHOULISH GALA
Host: Salisbury House and
Gardens
Date: Oct. 16, 2021
Venue: Salisbury House
Nataliya Deduchenko, Willow Cauer

Main Attraction: For this
macabre-inspired elegant and
ghostly affair, guests drifted
through the cobwebbed halls,
discovering surprises along the
way including tarot card readings,
a 1930s horror film and more. A
dance party capped off the
evening.
Photography: Stacie Ricklefs
Photo and Design

Michellie Nieves Diaz, Francisco Torres Cordero

Spencer Hink, Kelsi Lindmann

Lynn Halldorson, Beth Laing, Keshia Meissner, Jaime Nicolet-Rutan, Taylor Northness
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www.dllgroup.com

At DLL, Diversity,
Equity & Inclusion
(DE&I) is a journey,
not a destination
“We have demonstrated that
DE&I is a foundational need at
every level of the organization.
By looking inward at ourselves
and being honest about our
current state, we have been
able to identify gaps and
proactively work together
towards closing those gaps.”
Jen Fanz
DLL Sales

Our strength lies in our
people-first focus.

Our team works to promote an inclusive
community in which all identities,
backgrounds, and expressions are
represented, embraced, and celebrated in
and out of the workplace.
Visit our careers page to view open
positions – american-equity.com.

We are committed to
DE&I together
De Lage Landen Financial Services, Inc. has the right to use the
DLL®, and DLL Financial Solutions PartnerSM service marks.
DLL has offices in more than 30 countries throughout Europe,
North America, South America, Australia and Asia. The
company is part of the Rabobank Group. 11/21

©2021 American Equity Investment Life Insurance Company®
All Rights Reserved. Equal opportunity employer.
6000 Westown Parkway West Des Moines, IA 50266 | (888) 221-1234
Recruiting@american-equity.com | american-equity.com/careers
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Jay Vigon, Christopher Maharry, Margo Nahas

Sally and John Irving

JAZZ, JEWELS & JEANS
Organization: Oakridge Neighborhood
Date: Sept. 17, 2021
Venue: Noce
Main Attraction: A performance by the Max Wellman Trio
and a silent auction of high-end art, jewelry and more.
Photography: Christopher Maharry Photography
Bottom Line: More than $100,000 benefiting Oakridge
programs and services.

Anne Cooper, Rick Barkosky

Mary Sellers, Deidre DeJear

DSM JANUARY FEBRUARY 2022

Alex Hanna and Sharon Gaddy-Hanna

Diversity, equity and inclusion are critical
to a thriving community—it means better arts
and culture, food and dining, talent attraction
and retention, and so much more.
That’s why it’s a top priority for us at dsm magazine and for so many
of our community’s leaders. Thank you to the following companies
who are paving the way for a more inclusive community.

Inclusion Leader Gold

Inclusion Leaders Bronze

Inclusion Advocates

Des Moines Foundation
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Ako Abdul-Samad, April Wells, Karl Vilums

Loral Kirke, Katie and Donny Wengert

BROADLAWNS MEDICAL
CENTER FOUNDATION
ROSÉ SOIREE
Organization: Broadlawns Medical Center Foundation
Date: Sept. 9, 2021
Venue: Jasper Winery
Main Attraction: A vineyard party with live music
featuring musicians from the Sons of Gladys Kravitz and a

Alicia and Brian Seifert

special performance from world-renowned opera singer
Simon Estes.
Bottom Line: $73,000 to benefit Broadlawns Medical
Center’s children’s mental health program.
Photography: Faye Frein

Dave Miglin, Robert Brownell, Kendall Reed

Katie Patterson, Chris Diebel

DSM JANUARY FEBRUARY 2022

John and Rachael Parker, Larry Severidt, Amy Bingman, Tara Brockman,
Kaye Frye,Christopher Kevin, Norm Sappenfield

Experience Excellence
AwA r d -winning C ou n try C lub
wor ld C l A ss g olf C ou r se
fA mily f r iendly A tmospher e
unpA r A lleled s erv iCe

LAURA WILLS PHOTOGRAPHY

1401 Glen Oaks Drive | West Des Moines, IA 50266
515.221.9000 | glenoakscc.com

WHAT IF GIVING MEANT
STARTING SMALL?
“Our charitable giving fund is growing as our family is growing.
It’s so easy to start small and start early to build the impact you
want your giving to have on the community. We love that our
charitable giving fund can fuel our passions but also be part of
an inheritance strategy our children can be actively involved in
someday.”
-Todd Millang

The Community Foundation of Greater Des Moines
works with individuals and families of every growth
stage to help build the impact you dream you’ll make.

Live. Give. Better Together.
desmoinesfoundation.org | 515.883.2626
1915 Grand Ave., Des Moines, IA 50309

Ashley & Todd Millang
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REAL MEN WEAR PINK
OF CENTRAL IOWA
REVEAL SOCIAL
Organization: American Cancer Society
Date: Sept. 14, 2021
Venue: Mr. B Clothing
Main Attraction: Introduction of Real
Mean Wear Pink Ambassadors, who seek
to increase awareness of breast cancer
and raise money for the American Cancer
Society.
Photography: Christopher Maharry
Photography
Aliou Keita, Melanie Brown
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We serve

Over 7,000
volunteer hours
Over
7,000
are donated
annually

1,100+
1,100+

We serve
families
per year
families
per year

between
Houses
volunteerour
hours
are donated annually
between our Houses

Ronald McDonald House of Central Iowa
Ronald McDonald House of Central Iowa

$97
Covers
the cost
$97
to host a

family the
for one
Covers
cost
nightto
at host
the House
a
family for one
night at the House

dsm is more than a
print magazine. Explore
online extras, engage in
social media and join our
newsletter community.

dsmmagazine.com

now open until 7 pm on fridays
INCLUDING NEW ART CENTER + EVENTS FROM 4 – 7 PM
MORE DETAILS AT DESMOINESARTCENTER.ORG

AT THE ART CENTER

tangerine re-opening jan 5
SERVING LUNCH
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY | 11 AM – 2 PM
MORE DETAILS AT DESMOINESARTCENTER.ORG
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FIFTH ANNUAL CLUB
TALENT SHOW
Organization: Boys & Girls Clubs of Central Iowa
Date: Oct. 7, 2021
Venue: Jasper Winery
Main Attraction: Talent performances from the kids
involved in the Boys & Girls Clubs. Games and crafts
added to the fun.
Photography: Tiatra Li Photography
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WILD PRAIRIE
SHOWDOWN
Host: Great Outdoors Foundation
Date: Oct. 28, 2021
Venue: Blank Park Zoo Holmes Foster
Event Center
Main Attraction: Four people competed in
the first-ever Wild Prairie Showdown, a
pseudo-pageant including a fundraising
campaign, fashion show and interview, for
the chance to be named the Great
Outdoors Foundation MVP—Most Valuable
Philanthropist.
Bottom Line: $45,000 to benefit the Great
Outdoors Foundation and its initiatives.
Photography: Christopher Maharry
Photography
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Jodi Long, Jen Cross

SAGE ADVICE
SPICY STAFF
GOOD THYMES

allspice
CULINARY HERBS, SPICES,
OILS & VINEGARS
400 EAST LOCUST IN DES MOINES’ EAST VILLAGE
ALLSPICEONLINE.COM

Now that’s a bacon cheeseburger.

CONGRATULATIONS,
SAGES!
Thank you for all
you do to foster a
thriving community.

Des Moines • Ames • Ankeny • Altoona •
Urbandale • West Des Moines • Waukee
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Port of Des Moines LLC 93
Prairie Natural Meats & Seafood 4
Projects Contemporary Furniture 19
RE/MAX Concepts 37
Ronald McDonald House 157

Warners’ Stellian Appliance 11
WesleyLife 69
Woodard Hearing Centers 15

THANK YOU
for helping recognize this year’s
Sages Over 70 and their work in helping
shape Greater Des Moines.

LINDA
CARTER-LEWIS

HARLAN “BUD”
HOCKENBERG

TRUDY
HOLMAN HURD

DWIGHT
JACKSON

PAST PRESIDENT OF NAACP DES
MOINES AND A CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST

ATTORNEY

COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER
AND PHILANTHROPIST

COMMUNITY AND BUSINESS RELATIONS
SPECIALIST AT THE EVELYN K. DAVIS
CENTER FOR WORKING FAMILIES

DON AND CHARLENE LAMBERTI

SUKU RADIA

BOB RILEY

FOUNDERS OF CASEY’S GENERAL STORES AND BRIDGES OF IOWA

PAST PRESIDENT AND CEO
OF BANKERS TRUST

FOUNDER AND PRESIDENT OF
FEED ENERGY AND THE RILEY
RESOURCE GROUP

For more information on these leaders, read our honoree profiles from the November issue at dsmmagazine.com.
PRESENTING PARTNER

SUPPORTING SPONSORS

VIDEO SPONSOR

Des Moines Foundation

TABLE SPONSORS
Bankers Trust | Bridges of Iowa | DMACC | Feed Energy | Jewish Federation of Greater Des Moines | NCMIC | Prairie Meadows Racetrack & Casino
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UNTIL
NEXT TIME

ALAINA
STIFEL

KATHERINE
HERRINGTON

ALEJANDRO
HERNANDEZ

ROSEMARY
PARSON

ALI
TRAVIS

DANE
SORENSEN

NICOLE
SCHLEIF
SINN

DWIGHT
JACKSON

NATALIE
SORENSEN

GLORIA
JACKSON

MARY
CHAPMAN

NASH
ROE

TONY
DICKINSON
ROB
TAYLOR
CHRISTI
TAYLOR

DSM MAGAZINE
NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER
ISSUE
UNVEILING

TONY
TIMM

ANDY
BATES
JERRY
BRANTLEY

The Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Iowa showcased their
state-of-the-art facility on the Drake University campus when they
hosted the reveal party for the November/December issue. Located
at 2500 Forest Ave., the Gregory & Suzie Glazer Burt Club serves
students from kindergarten to high school through after-school and
summer programming; it was completed in 2019. Guests toured
the engaging spaces and learned how the clubs are helping kids
succeed. Thanks to all who attended and shared the special night
with us and the BGCCI!
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RITA
PEREA

LIVE
WORK
PLAY

WEST DES MOINES | 2022

/ High Trestle Trail Bridge

Manchester Whitewater

Pappajohn Sculpture Park

Wildcat Den State Park

SEARCHING FOR
OPPORTUNITY?
WE MIGHT
KNOW A PLACE.
Here in Iowa, you’ll find a welcoming
community that blends the excitement of the
city with the serenity of suburban life. Explore
marvelous landscapes, countless unique
restaurants, and a whole lot of other fun
activities everyone can enjoy. Whether you’re
looking to indulge in nature (or a pale ale),
there’s always more to be discovered.

The best part – It’s all right here.
This is Iowa. Visit thisisiowa.com.

Ledges State Park

Marto Brewing Co.

Lake Wapello State Park
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OPENING 2023

TRANSFORMING
HEALTH SCIENCES EDUCATION
FROM THE GROUND UP
Des Moines University will open a new, state-of-the-art
campus in 2023 and you can be a part of this history-making
endeavor. Follow the progress at dmu.edu/new-campus.
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West Des Moines
at a Glance
JUST THE FACTS
Size: 48.07 square miles
Counties: Polk, Dallas, Warren and Madison
Incorporated: Oct. 9, 1893
Population: 65,606
Oldest structure: 1850 — the Jordan House
(open for tours)
School population: 9,000 students,
1,300 employees, 13 schools

W

ith 70
neighborhoods,
West Des
Moines has steadily
grown since its beginning
in the 1800s. At 65,000
people, it’s the largest Des
Moines suburb and offers
historic areas, established
neighborhoods, plus new
developments.

Historic Valley Junction

of this area. Find big-box retailers,

The original West Des Moines, this

parks loaded with amenities (including

area just west of Des Moines is on the

water recreation, sports fields and bike

National Register of Historic Places

trails), plus numerous neighborhoods

and offers several blocks brimming

with family-friendly homes. Affordable

with independent shops, restaurants,

housing developments are new

bars, design businesses and more. The

additions to the area’s south side.

Thursday night farmers market (which
started in the 1970s) is a key attraction

West of Interstate 35

each week during the summer, with

Developed within the past two

live tunes, tasty bites and loads of

decades, the city’s western section is

fresh produce. Find other events

home to Jordan Creek Town Center

through the year, including the

with Jordan Creek mall, plus popular

Antique Jamboree.

entertainment and dining options. A
variety of housing types are available

170
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East of Interstate 35

for those looking to rent or buy. Many

Valley High School, Valley West Mall

of the largest employers are located

and the University corridor are all part

in the area.

THE WORKSPACE EXPERTS
OF WEST DES MOINES:

PAUL RUPPRECHT
CHRIS CURRAN
ADAM KADUCE
President
Senior Vice President Senior Vice President

MARIA DAVIS
Director

ALEC WILCOX
Manager

MARK MILLS
Director

GRANT TUCKER
Manager

JONNY BOSWORTH
Manager

ALEXA STRICKLER
Associate

Since 1985, we've been helping large companies and small businesses
alike find workspace in West Des Moines.
From retail space for a small boutique to innovative office space for a
Fortune 500 company, our team of brokers can help any business find
the right space in the right place.

(515) 223-4500 | RRREALTY.COM

New View
for DMU
Des Moines University is making a
splash with its state-of-the-art new
campus, set to debut fall 2023.

M

edical education and

The technology-rich campus will

training in central Iowa will

include simulated health care

be all the sweeter with the

environments, as well as a mix of

construction of Des Moines University’s labs, studios and offices. In addition,
West Des Moines campus. Located

open areas allow space for study and

on Grand Avenue west of Interstate

conversation, while a wellness centers,

35 (that’s 10 1/2 miles southwest from

fitness areas, a pool and open dining

its current location at 3200 Grand Ave.

cater to everyone on campus.

in Des Moines), the 88-acre space

172

will feature state-of-the-art amenities

“DMU is resetting its vision to remain

focused on osteopathic training as well

a national, premiere medicine and

as the well-being of students, faculty

health sciences university serving

and staff.

the community and the world,” said

Angela Walker Franklin

Angela Walker Franklin, president and

The university’s Physical Therapy

And part of its framework comes from

CEO. The goal is to “ensure we create

Clinic is located just down the street

the old campus — a 2,304-pound

an exciting university environment

from the campus in West Des Moines’

beam that students and faculty signed

that supports advanced medicine

new MidAmerican Energy Company

after it was removed last September.

and health sciences education and

RecPlex center, another state-of-the-

Construction of the campus began

research, as well as clinical services

art facility on Grand Avenue focused

in 2020.

for residents of the region.”

on sports health and wellness.
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Campus rendering

Construction in progress
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Game

CHANGERS

WDM is home to trailblazers. Whether it’s industry-leading corporations or family-owned businesses,
innovation, creativity, and good old-fashioned Midwestern grit is the beating heart of our business
community. Like a modern-day boomtown, WDM attracts big time opportunity with unmatched
investment in high-tech infrastructure that gives the world’s most innovative companies and people
the environment they need to make BIG IDEAS HAPPEN.

Learn how you can blaze your own trail in
West Des Moines at GoWestDesMoines.com
and www.WDMChamber.org

WEST DES MOINES
Chamber of Commerce

w h ere yo u cho o s e to

live, work, PLAY,
A N D E D U CAT E YO U R CHI L D REN

matters.

CHOOSE WDMCS.
We are a caring community that knows every child as an individual and offers them a place to belong.
With approximately 9,000 students, around 1,300 employees, and 13 schools, WDMCS can provide each
student with the opportunities and resources they need to succeed.
Learn more and connect with us at wdmcs.org.

36 Hours in
West Des Moines
Explore the best of the city with
this action-packed weekend.

W

hether you’re into

Happy hour. Start the night on a

shopping and dining,

relaxing note with a glass of wine, brew is the state’s premier place to shop

biking and paddling,

or cocktail. Some of the top spots are

national brands such as the Apple

playing games with friends and family,

the rooftop patio at Wellman’s Pub

Store for tech, Scheels for outdoor

playing a round of traditional or mini

(classic pub), Bar Louie (martinis and

gear, Dillard’s for fashion and Sephora

golf, or finding bliss at a spa, West Des

microbrews), and BeerStyles Taproom

for beauty. Fashionistas can peruse

Moines has enough for a multiday trip.

and Gastropub (Iowa beers and deep-

H&M, J.Crew, Anthroplogie and more.

Super shopping. Jordan Creek mall

dish pizza).
Great entertainment. Cap off the

FRIDAY
Book a room on the west side of town

Diverse dining. There’s something

night to match your mood. Looking

at one of the numerous chain options.

for everyone at Jordan Creek. Fast

for a laugh? Funny Bone Comedy

Tonight is all about Jordan Creek Town

casual, fine dining, ethnic cuisine and

Club consistently delivers. Wanting

Center and the surrounding area.

steakhouses supreme are all delicious.

an adventure buzz before bed? Try

And both local and higher-end chains

the Escape Rooms — it takes about

are available. For more on the local

an hour to work your way through the

dining scene, see our guide on

tricky spaces. And for a movie after

page 182.

dinner and shopping, pick your flick
at Century 20 Jordan Creek inside
the mall.
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Jordan Creek Mall
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Momere in Valley Junction

SATURDAY
Explore some of the city gems, including nature
getaways, then shop and dine at independent
businesses in Historic Valley Junction.
Fresh starts. Head out early and fuel up your
family’s way. For those who love sweets, try Hurts
Donut Co. or Mahalo’s Coffee (both in the Jordan
Creek area) for little bites. For a lighter option,
Glen Oaks Country Club

order a smoothie or bowl of healthy goodness at
Big Acai in Valley Junction.
Outdoor pursuits. Natural areas bordering the
Raccoon River provide a number of ways to get
outside and refresh. Hikers love exploring the
somewhat hilly 4 miles of trails at Brown’s Woods
Nature Preserve. Nearby, find a few miles of flat
trails at Walnut Woods State Park. Raccoon River
Park is the premier place to paddle in the area;
rent a kayak, canoe or paddleboard to explore
Blue Heron Lake. And cyclists can hop on and
connect to a larger network of trails in Greater
Des Moines — it’s possible to spend an entire day
pedaling through the landscape.
Leisurely afternoon. Plan on spending the rest of

Winchester Public House in Historic Valley Junction

the day in Historic Valley Junction. Grab a bite and
a beverage at one of the local restaurants or pubs
(pizza, sandwiches, Asian and more). Then stroll
through the shops to discover one-of-a-kind finds,
whether antiques, jewelry, artwork, vintage jeans
or other. After shopping, end your day at the Hall,
a communal space with drinks, comfort cuisine
and an always-joyous ambience. You’ll make
some new friends.
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Did you know GreenState is consistently ranked in the
Top 1% Nationally for returning profits with better rates & lower fees?
That means one of the Top financial institutions in the country, is here in Iowa.

Rewards Checking • CDs & IRAs • Money Markets
Insurance • Home / Auto Loans • Credit Cards
Investments & Trust Services • Business Loans

Altoona • Ankeny • Clive • Des Moines • Urbandale • Waukee • West Des Moines

Historic Valley Junction

SUNDAY

Family time. Play off some of that

Self-care bliss. If you love yoga, Power

After a hearty breakfast, pack in one

breakfast at one of the area’s fun

Life in Jordan Creek offers a free week,

more adventure or take in some

zones. Smash Park in Jordan Creek has

so you can work in a barre or other

self-care.

pickleball, cornhole, an arcade, darts

class before heading a few doors

and shuffleboard. For another outdoor

down for a treatment at the Spa at

Just say brunch. Feeling hungry?

experience, play 18 holes of mini golf

West Glen (it’s a perfect combo). Other

There’s all-you-can-eat at Gilroy’s

or just focus on your swing at West

area spas include Estilo Salon and Day

Kitchen, plus bottomless bloody

Grand Golf. For indoor play with myriad

Spa, and Serenity Couture.

marys, screwdrivers and mimosas for

possibilities, head to the MidAmerican

an extra charge. Barn Town Brewing

Energy Company RecPlex west on

Adult fun and games. Play a full

features build-your-own omelets,

Grand Avenue. It’s got hockey and

round or two of golf at one of the

skillets, pancakes and more (there’s

ice skating, soccer fields, pickleball,

area’s courses. Willow Creek is public;

also a kid menu). And for the most

bags, esports and more. And free fun is

book a tee time online. And for a more

over-the-top bloody marys (including

always on deck at the city’s 1,500 acres

aggressive activity, perfect your ax-

one topped with a chicken sandwich),

of parks.

throwing skills at Ironside Axe Club.

try Early Bird on University Avenue.
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Your Guide to West
Des Moines Dining

Early Bird

Independent restaurants add
flavor throughout the city.
PUBS AND GRUB

Charlie’s Filling Station

Fox Brewing

Barn Town Brewing

Just on the border of Des Moines at

Meet friends for fun and games at this

Try a hazy IPA or the Iowa Gold, an

63rd Street, this West Des Moines

brewery southwest of Valley Junction.

easy-drinking ale, with apps such as

institution is one of those local

Play board games while sipping a pint

poutine and roasted Brussels sprouts.

hangouts where you’ll find avid

of Belgian wheat. Find special events

Weekend brunch includes true-to-

cyclists, seniors and pretty much

such as trivia night, Saturday morning

farm fare such as biscuits and gravy

everyone in between. Grab free

yoga and film viewing.

and buttermilk pancakes.

popcorn to snack on with a sudsy
brew or a salty dog made with freshly
squeezed grapefruit juice.
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D M AC C ’S W E S T D E S M O I N E S CA M P U S…

Where Academics and Innovation
Come Together!
AA Transfer Degree
A complete two-year Liberal Arts degree.

Animation & Rich Media
This program teaches creativity through 2D and 3D animation.

Business Administration
Offering both AA Transfer & AAS Degree

Web Development
This degree provides students with the knowledge and tools
to create websites and ecommerce solutions.

Network Tech/Telecom Data Communications
This high-tech major educates and trains students for a variety
of data, network, and systems engineering positions.

Certified Nursing Assistant
The 75-hour nurse aide training course.

DMACC’s West Des Moines Campus is also home to ciLive! In addition
to museum-quality displays dedicated to technology and innovation,
the annual ciLive! event hosts some of the world’s most inspiring and
accomplished professionals in their field.

www.ci.Live

DMACC West Campus
www.DMACC.edu/West
5959 Grand Avenue | 515-633-2407
Des Moines Area Community College (DMACC) shall not engage in nor allow discrimination covered by law against any
person, group or organization. This includes in its programs, activities, employment practices, hiring practices or the
provision of services. The full DMACC Nondiscrimination policy is available online at nd.dmacc.edu. 14292-10-21-A

DMACC.edu | 800-362-2127 |

Gilroy’s Kitchen + Pub + Patio

1908 Draught House

The Hall

A pet-friendly patio topped with

Located on 50th Street just east of

Sited in an 1890s rail car barn and iron

string lights makes this Eighth Street

Interstate 35, this sports bar (one of

foundry, this beer hall is the place to

restaurant a popular hangout. Come

four as part of the Greater Des Moines

meet friends (including some new

for live music, bourbon drinks, family-

franchise) serves burgers, sandwiches

ones) just south of Valley Junction. Try

style brunch on the weekends, plus

and hearty apps. Snag a table outside

a cocktail or one of the tap brews, and

gluten-free and vegan dining options.

if it’s a sunny day.

choose from German, burgers, pizza
and other pub fare. The kitchen is a

G. Migs 5th Street Pub

Sully’s Irish Pub

training ground for area disadvantaged

The brick-and-mortar version of the

Right across the street from the Filling

youths in the culinary industry, so you’ll

popular Iowa State Fair food stand

Station, this is another West Des

be contributing to a good cause with

offers tasty sandwiches and wraps

Moines classic. Established in 1977, it’s

that currywurst order.

including the Pride of Iowa (a fair

the oldest Irish pub in the region. Find

winner). It’s a great spot to catch a

comfort cuisine — patty melts, fried

Wellman’s Pub and Rooftop

game on one of the many TVs.

curds (made with local Picket Fence

The West Glen version of the popular

squeaky cheese) and wings, plus a

Des Moines bar and restaurant

large variety of Irish whiskeys and

features ample indoor and outdoor

popular beers.

seating. Happy hour is every weekday
from 3 to 6 p.m. Discover specials
throughout the week, including
Wednesday wing night.
Winchester Public House & Eatery
Upscale cocktails are part of the
appeal of this speakeasy-style spot in
Valley Junction. Try flatbreads (pear
and walnut) or shared plates with a
seasonal cocktail.
UPSCALE EATS
Biaggi’s Ristorante Italiano
With a focus on seasonal flavors, this
upscale establishment on University
Avenue offers monthly chef’s specials,
seafood and steak, as well as classic
and signature pasta dishes. Find wines
from Italy, California and the Pacific
Northwest.
Cooper’s on 5th
Port-braised short ribs, seafood ravioli
and gun powder rib-eye are among
the tasty offerings at this Valley
Junction eatery.

Gilroy’s Kitchen
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Experience Excellence

G LEN OA K S C OU N TRY C LUB IS PROU D T O
SU PPORT THE WEST D ES M OINES C H A MBER
OF C OMMERCE A ND T O PROV IDE THE CIT Y OF
WEST D ES M OINES W ITH OV ER 300 FU LFILLING
JOBS IN A VA R IE T Y OF C A R EER PATHS .
LAURA WILLS PHOTOGRAPHY

1401 Glen Oaks Drive | West Des Moines, IA 50266
515.221.9000 | glenoakscc.com

The CARE you NEED – right here in

WEST DES MOINES
UnityPoint Health® is here to keep you being you. Our
family of services – including providers accepting new
patients and walk-in care – makes it easy to get the care
you need, close to home.

See a list of services and locations near you at

unitypoint.org/westdesmoines

004866-1 11/21 CS
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Fire Creek Grill

Heavenly Asian Cuisine & Lounge

BREAKFAST & SWEET TREATS

Bring your own bottle of wine ($15

Serving authentic dishes from Sichuan

Early Bird

corking fee — it’s waved on Mondays)

and Gansu provinces in China, the

Cinnamon roll pancakes, biscuits and

to enjoy with a seafood, steak or pasta

Valley Junction eatery preps dishes

gravy-inspired pot pie, and avocado

main dish. Specials throughout the

such as Shanghai steam buns filled

toast with whipped ricotta and

week include happy hour and martini

with pork and soup and crispy

poached eggs are a few of the options

night on Wednesdays.

barramundi, a whole fish served with

that satisfy every diet and breakfast

sweet and sour sauce.

craving.

Step inside the airy dining room in

Mi Patria Ecuadorian Restaurant

Mahalo’s Coffee

this Valley Junction restaurant for

Try seafood (the ceviche dishes are

Known for its mini doughnuts in island

some thoroughly modern, beautifully

delicious), carne asada and apps such

flavors such as Coconut Cove and

plated food. Order the creamy, cherry-

as empanadas and fried plantains

Cinnamon Lava, this 50th Street coffee

and pistachio-topped hummus with

at this 22nd Street casual dining

shop is a sweet spot for a caffeine or

homemade pita or a lobster roll.

destination.

sugar rush.

Urban Cellar

Ohana Steakhouse

PerKup Cafe

This cozy bistro offers an eclectic mix

Get ready for an entertaining

The coffee shop also serves teas and

of comfort foods with a twist. Case in

experience at this Clock Tower Square

prepares tasty sandwiches, including

point: crab Rangoon-flavored dip with

establishment. Your personal chef

their pecan chicken salad on a

wonton chips, garlicky de Burgo sauce

trained in teppanyaki cooking will cook

croissant.

served atop chicken, and a gumbo-

your meat or seafood of choice (there’s

inspired sausage and seafood dish on

also a vegetarian option) right in front

Scratch Cupcakery

a bed of pasta instead of rice.

of you.

Decadent treats are the story here.

St. Kilda Collective

Pick up a variety of baby cakes —
Waterfront Seafood Market

Pad Thai Garden

bananas foster, banana split and

Fresh seafood is the story here. If

Fresh Southeast Asian flavors

Boston cream pie are just a few of the

you’re looking to make your own sushi,

permeate from the dishes at this

tasty varieties.

find ahi or salmon. Or let the pros at

Eighth Street business. Order fresh

the restaurant prepare a market entree

spring rolls, noodle dishes or curries

starring the freshest of fish.

and save room for a dessert of sticky
rice with mango.

ETHNIC OPTIONS
Eat Thai

Persis Biryani Indian Grill

Spicy curries and other Thai favorites

The Jordan Creek restaurant prepares

such as satay, tom yum soup, lettuce

a large variety of vegetarian apps and

and pad thai are affordable, fresh and

mains, as well as classic Indian meat

fast at this 22nd Street casual spot.

dishes such as vindaloo, tikka masala

Lunch specials Tuesday through Friday

and tandoori.

include a main dish, salad and rice.
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St. Kilda Collective
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DES MOINES UNIVERSITY
Angela Franklin, Ph.D. | President & CEO
During my career in academic leadership, a primary theme has been to
build teams that share a solid foundation of trust. To develop a thriving
culture of innovation there has to be genuine respect that permits
experimentation and the prospect of healthy debate.
Leaders of high-performing organizations often emulate the orchestra
conductor, ensuring all members know their critical roles, facilitating the
separate and distinct contributions to blend well to a successful outcome of
“making beautiful music together.”
In my case, measures of success and breakthrough thinking are concrete:
DMU’s cohesive team of leaders made it possible to think big and build a
new campus; and we can grow while enhancing innovations in teaching
with new emerging technologies. We preserved quality in teaching through
COVID-19 and now embrace the future with a renewed sense of ingenuity
and collaboration.

W W W. D M U. E D U

IOWA REALTY
Kim O’Connor | Realtor

Q: HOW DID YOU GET STARTED IN YOUR CAREER?
A: I was encouraged by many people in the industry to get involved in real
estate—namely, the Knapps, Grubbs and others that I met at 7Flags.
Q: WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT YOUR JOB?
A: I love the opportunity to meet people from all walks of life. Everyone has
a different story to tell. We all share similarities. You just have to seek them
out sometimes.
Q: WHAT DO I LIKE BEST ABOUT MENTORING?
A: I love to get new agents in my car to experience a whole day of real
estate. It’s multi-faceted. Sometimes, you get to show big beautiful homes,
but most of the time, you have to find homes to suit your client’s needs, then
go through paperwork, negotiations, scheduling, contracts and inspections.
And your phone is constantly ringing. You have to be able to multitask!

W W W. K I M O C O N N O R . I O WA R E A LT Y. C O M
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IOWA’S EXPERT IN COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE

Cushman & Wakefield Iowa Commercial Advisors provides a comprehensive range of real estate services:

Brokerage
Services

Property
Management

Corporate
Services

Maintenance
Services

Investment
Services

Tenant
Representation
Independently Owned and Operated / A Member of the Cushman & Wakefield Alliance

For more information, visit: iowacommercialadvisors.com

SUITES AV
AIL
NOW! ABLE
Whether you are a business of fifty employees, or two employees,
VOP is your solution! Conveniently located at one of the most
prominent West Des Moines interchanges – Valley West Drive and
I-235 - the West Towers building and the Colony Park building offer
professional office spaces ranging from 200 SF up to 10,000 SF.
CONTACT US TODAY!

valleyofficeparkwdm.com | 515 225 7164
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Four Seasons
of Outdoor Fun
Get nurtured in nature year-round
at these green spaces adjacent to
the Raccoon River.
Brown’s Woods Forest Preserve

Raccoon River Park

Walnut Woods State Park

The forest south on 63rd Street is a

This large expanse on Grand Avenue

Just a few miles west of Brown’s

top area to hike, cross-country ski or

might be one of the city’s best

Woods, this state park gives a

snowshoe with few crowds. Spring

makeover stories. What started as a

weekend away in nature within

brings a wildflower carpet to the forest

quarry has transformed into a city-

city limits, thanks to a full-service

floor and perhaps a chance to pick

owned park that is a top area to kayak

campground. Book a spot for

morel mushrooms; summer offers

and paddleboard (there’s a new

cookouts and campfires amid the

shady hikes under the mature canopy;

boathouse with rentals), play softball

shady environs. Check out the bird

fall brings layers of warm colors; and

with friends, let the dog loose in the

blind loaded with feeders to see a

winter entices with a quiet escape in

10-acre dog park, host a family picnic

variety of species. In winter, the local

nature — the back hills are particularly

near a great playground, and swim

residents are particularly hungry and

fun (and challenging) on skis. Four

from a sandy beach. In the fall and

fun to watch. If you’re looking for an

miles of trails (and several loops with

winter months, hike, ski or fat-tire bike

ideal party site, reserve the historic

shorter distances) make this area

around the perimeter of Blue Heron

limestone-clad lodge, which has a

family friendly and great for outdoor

Lake for an easy 3 miles of exercise. Or

full kitchen, a functional fireplace and

photo opportunities.

bring your own skates and cruise the

picnic tables (both inside and out).

special skating area if ice conditions

Book online at reserveamerica.com.

allow. The park has access to area

Also find a playground and a

bike trails, making it a perfect cycling

boat launch.

destination throughout the year.
Flavory Bistro
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Raccoon River Park

Jamie Hurd Amphitheater

Blue Heron Lake
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LISTINGS
AVEDA INSTITUTE DES MOINES

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD IOWA

DES MOINES AREA

6905 Mills Civic Parkway, #120

COMMERCIAL ADVISORS

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

West Des Moines, IA 50266

3737 Woodland Avenue, #100

5959 Grand Avenue

(515) 224-5244

West Des Moines, IA 50266

West Des Moines, Iowa 50266

www.avedainstitutedesmoines.com

(515) 309-4002

(515) 633-2407

www.iowacommercialadvisors.com

www.dmacc.edu

CITY OF WEST DES MOINES

Cushman & Wakefield Iowa

4200 Mills Civic Parkway

Commercial Advisor’s experts provide

West Des Moines, IA 50265

solutions that align real estate needs

(515) 222-3600

with business strategy, financial goals

www.wdm.iowa.gov

and operational objectives, looking
beyond the immediate transaction to
find a big picture solution.

Small workspace for lease in West Des Moines

Now, more than ever, professionals are looking for flexible spaces.
That's why we created Spaces at the Westfield Campus,
a new way to lease a new kind of office space.
Together, with the experts at Spark Design, we've reimagined what flexible office
space can be, complete with a location along Jordan Creek Parkway.
This isn't coworking. It's Spaces by R&R Realty Group.

SAY HELLO TO SMALLER SPACES WITH BIG AMENITIES.
WWW.RRREALTY.COM/SPACES
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DES MOINES UNIVERSITY

GREENSTATE CREDIT UNION

MERCHANTS BONDING COMPANY

3200 Grand Avenue

Multiple locations

6700 Westown Parkway

Des Moines, IA 50312

www.greenstate.org

West Des Moines, IA 50266

(515) 271-1400

(800) 678-8171

www.dmu.edu

IOWA ECONOMIC

www.merchantsbonding.com

Founded in 1898, Des Moines

DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Merchants Bonding Company is

University is a premier medical and

1693 Bell Avenue

unique because unlike other insurance

health sciences institution that creates

Des Moines, IA 50315

companies with multiple lines of

opportunities by building on its long

(515) 348-6200

business, Merchants has honed its

legacy of providing outstanding

www.iowaeda.com

expertise in contract and commercial

education to the nation’s health care

surety bonding, offering superior

professionals and excellent patient

KIM O’CONNOR / IOWA REALTY

service and communications for our

care in the DMU Clinic. DMU will

5901 Mills Civic Parkway, Suite 4300

clients throughout the United States.

open its new West Des Moines

West Des Moines, IA 50266

campus in 2023.

(515) 249-0009
www.iowarealty.com/real-estate-

GLEN OAKS COUNTRY CLUB

agent/500095/kim-o-connor

1401 Glen Oaks Drive
West Des Moines, IA 50266
(515) 221-9000

22 YEARS

www.glenoakscc.com

PRAIRIE NATURAL
MEATS & SEAFOOD
18
860 88th St, Floor 1, West Des Moines
515-243-6350 www.prairienaturalmeats.com
Established in 1999, Prairie Natural Meats & Seafood is the premier choice for
those seeking a source for all-natural meats to infuse into their cooking.
As a native of Argentina, President-Owner Ale Vidal Soler, has built the company
from the ground up, learning each role herself. The company in addition to
their subsidiary, South American Beef, has grown to include a retail location in
West Des Moines. They are now selling over 1 million pounds of meat each week.
As a direct importer of their products, their goal is to pass these savings on to
local consumers. This advantage means you can switch to a healthier meat for
a healthier lifestyle – at a price as much as 40% lower than other retail locations.
Whether you’re looking for grass-fed and free-range beef, prime cuts of veal or
mutton, or you’re looking for harder to find options like goat or rabbit, they have
you covered.
They care about your quality of your life and believe in only the best for your
family. Their products are free of induced hormones, antibiotics and steroids.
Pick up items by the piece or by the case. Stop in and taste the difference!

100%

Our products are 100% all natural!

Open To The Public

40% OFF

Prices up to 40% off of other comparable products!

8AM - 6PM Mon-Fri.

10AM - 2PM Sat.
Live • Work • Play West Des Moines 2022
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PRAIRIE NATURAL MEATS & SEAFOOD

SERENITY COUTURE SALON & SPA

WEST DES MOINES

1860 N 88th Street, Floor 1

1551 Valley West Drive, Suite 286

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

West Des Moines, IA 50266

West Des Moines, IA 50266

650 S Prairie View Drive, #110

(515) 243-6350

(515) 223-6204

West Des Moines, IA 50266

www.prairienaturalmeats.com

650 S. Prairie View Drive

(515) 225-6009

At Prairie Natural Meats & Seafood, we

West Des Moines, IA 50266

www.wdmchamber.org

offer premium quality meat including

(515) 309-6782

all natural beef, lamb, vel, goat,

www.serenitycouture.com

mutton, pork, wild game and seafood,

COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

and as a direct importer, we pass on

UNITYPOINT HEALTH

3550 Mills Civic Parkway

the savings to our local communities.

Multiple Locations

West Des Moines, IA 50265

(515) 241-6212

(515) 633-5000

www.unitypoint.org/westdesmoines

www.wdmcs.org

R & R REALTY GROUP
1080 Jordan Creek Parkway, Suite 200
North, West Des Moines, IA 50266

WATERFRONT SEAFOOD MARKET

(515) 223-4500

2900 University Avenue

www.rrrealty.com

West Des Moines, IA

R&R Realty Group is a real estate

(515) 223-5106

company, a service company, a people

www.waterfrontseafoodmarket.com

company; we are planners, developers,
marketers, and managers dedicated to
value and quality and we guard your
interests as we would our own.

Restaurant • Sushi Bar • Seafood Market • Oyster Bar

Combination market and restaurant with a coastal flair. We have
an array of fresh fish from around the world. Come enjoy our
oyster bar and sushi bar. Open for lunch and dinner.

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
ANKENY • 2414 S.E. Tones Dr., Ankeny, Iowa • (Off the Oralabor Road exit) • (515) 963-1940
WEST DES MOINES • Clocktower Square • 2900 University Avenue • (515) 223-5106
PRIVATE PARTY ROOMS AVAILABLE AT BOTH LOCATIONS!

www.waterfrontseafoodmarket.com
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THE
THE DIFFERENCE
DIFFERENCE IS
IS

PARTNERSHIP.
Central
Central Iowans
Iowans are
are known
known for
for their
their generous
generous support
support
of
nonprofits,
which
I’ve
seen
first-hand
of nonprofits, which I’ve seen first-hand through
through my
my
own
board
service.
I’m
fortunate
to
also
help
these
own board service. I’m fortunate to also help these
organizations
organizations while
while at
at work.
work. Whether
Whether it’s
it’s through
through
the
$1
million
Bankers
Trust
gives
to
the
community
the $1 million Bankers Trust gives to the community
each
each year
year or
or the
the investment
investment management
management services
services
BTC
Capital
Management
provides
to
nonprofits,
BTC Capital Management provides to nonprofits,
II am
am a
a partner
partner in
in helping
helping nonprofits
nonprofits make
make our
our
community
even
better.
community even better.

BANKING
BANKING || LENDING
LENDING || WEALTH
WEALTH MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT

Dave
Dave Jackson
Jackson

Wealth
Wealth Management
Management Sales
Sales Manager
Manager –
– Bankers
Bankers Trust
Trust
Senior
Managing
Director
–
BTC
Capital
Management
Senior Managing Director – BTC Capital Management

BankersTrust.com
BankersTrust.com || BTCCapitalMgmt.com
BTCCapitalMgmt.com
Bankers
Bankers Trust
Trust is
is a
a Member
Member FDIC
FDIC insured
insured institution.
institution. BTC
BTC Capital
Capital Management
Management is
is a
a SEC
SEC registered
registered investment
investment
adviser.
adviser. Bankers
Bankers Trust
Trust Company
Company and
and BTC
BTC Capital
Capital Management
Management are
are affiliated,
affiliated, but
but separate
separate entities.
entities. Non-deposit
Non-deposit
investments
investments are
are not
not insured
insured by
by the
the FDIC
FDIC or
or any
any government
government agency
agency and
and are
are not
not bank
bank guaranteed.
guaranteed. All
All investments
investments
involve
involve risk,
risk, including
including the
the possible
possible loss
loss of
of principal.
principal.

